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This study is concerned with the dramaturgic use of the

fools of five of Shakespeare's plays.

After the Introduction, Chapter II investigates the fool

as a historical figure and establishes his credibility.

Chapter III examines the comic methods and techniques

of the fools.

Chapter IV is an investigation of the use of the fool

in his capacity as choric voice to present a particular

viewpoint on the play.

Chapter V is a study of how the fool fits into the

action as a character, and Chapter VI investigates the ways

in which he may be used in structural duties.

The study concludes that the Shakespearean fool is an

effective device due to his historical credibility and his

recognized position as an entertainer.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The fools of Shakespeare's plays have been widely

studied during the three and a half centuries since the

plays were written. For many years the definitive work was

Illustrations of Shakespeare, and of Ancient Manners: With

Dissertations on the Clowns and Fools of Shakespeare by

Francis Douce (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, & Orme, 1807).

Most of Douce's work has been superseded, though it is still

useful on occasion.

The most comprehensive recent study is Enid Welsford's

The Fool: His Social and Literary History (London: Faber &

Faber, 1935). As the title implies, this is a broad histori-

cal study with Shakespeare's fools receiving attention as a

part of the literary section. Welsford's study begins with

the earliest written records and continues up to the date of

publication. Her main interest in Shakespeare is King Lear's

fool, and her main interest in Lear's fool is that he is

believable as a historical figure.

Two useful books that have a narrower focus than

Welsford's book are Olive Mary Busby's Studies in the

Development of the Fool in the Elizabethan Drama (London:

Oxford Univ. Press, 1923) and Barbara Swain's Fools and Folly
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During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (New York:

Columbia Univ. Press, 1932). Like Welsford's study, both

these are historical studies. Busby concentrates only on

the fool's development as a dramatic figure and Swain is

concerned principally with live historical personages.

These personages are historical court jesters and fool

figures of secular and religious celebrations.

Less useful works are The Fools of Shakespeare: An

Interpretation of Their Wit, Wisdom, and Personalities by

Fredrick Warde (New York: McBride, Nast, 1913) and The Fool

and His Scepter: A Study of Clowns, Jesters, and their

Audience by William Willeford (Evanston: Northwestern Univ.

Press, 1969). The former is a character study of the fools

done by an actor who had played the parts, and the latter a

psychoanalytic study of elements of the fools supposedly

inherent in all mankind.

Any study of Shakespeare's fools must take into account

Robert H. Goldsmith's book Wise Fools in Shakespeare (East

Lansing: Mich. State Univ. Press, 1955). This is an excellent

study and not restricted entirely to Shakespeare. Goldsmith's

main concern is with the paradoxical wisdom of the fool and

with how this wisdom operates in the plays. This approach

leads to an emphasis that is primarily thematic and to a

concentration on the function of the fool as a choric voice.

Goldsmith also categorizes the fools in his study, showing

how each is based on a different kind of court jester.
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Wise Fools in Shakespeare is concerned with only four

fools: Touchstone in As You Like It, Feste in Twelfth Night,

Lavatch in All's Well That Ends Well, and the fool in King

Lear. Warde, in his earlier character studies, had included

all of Shakespeare's low comic characters and even Yorick,

whose skull "hath lien you i' th' earth three-and-twenty

years." Neither Warde nor Goldsmith admits Thersites of

Troilus and Cressida as a fool. Goldsmith attempts to dis-

miss him as a "railing buffoon"2 but other critics include

him.3 Even though he has not always been included in other

studies, the lines "He is a privileged man" (Tro.II.iii.52)

and "Achilles hath inviegled his fool from him"

(Tro.II.iii.84) are sufficient to warrant Thersites' inclu-

sion in a study of Shakespeare's fools.

1William Shakespeare, The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of
Denmark (V.i.160-61). This and all subsequent references to
the works of Shakespeare are from The Complete Works of
Shakespeare, ed. Irving Ribner and George Lyman Kittredge
(Lexington, Mass.: Xerox, 1971). Future references to
specific plays will be cited in the text with titles abbre-
viated according to current usage in the Shakespeare Quarterly.

2Goldsmith, p. 71.

3 The most notable is Drayton Henderson, "Shakespeare's
Troilus and Cressida yet Deeper in its Tradition" in Essays
in Dramatic Literature: The Parrott Presentation Volume, ed.
HErdinCraig (Princeton:~Princeton Univ. Press,, 1935), p. 138.
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These five fools are all roles written after the appear-

ance of Robert Armin with Shakespeare's acting company, and it

is thought that Armin brought the role of the court fool with

him into the theater and the character was refined and

developed by Shakespeare.4 Since As You Like It is the first

play to contain a court fool, which may be called the "Armin

Role," no plays written earlier will be studied here.5

After All's Well That Ends Well (1602-03) the fools'

roles show a considerable change, with the notable exception

of the fool in King Lear. The functions of the fools become

divided among several characters, and the fools tend to

become less "wise." Pompey, of-Measure for Measure, shares

his fool's duties with Lucio and Elbow, and the only wisdom

he exhibits is the knowledge that Angelo and the law cannot

halt fornication in Vienna. Trinculo, in The Tempest, is

listed in the "Names of the Actors" as a jester (a distinction

possessed by none of the other fools, who are generally

called "clown"), but he has no wisdom at all and fills only

the comic function. All other roles which are either fool's

4This idea was developed by Charles S. Felver in
Robert Armin, Shakespeare's Fool: A Biographical Es sa,
Kent State University Bulletin, Research Series V (Kent,
Ohio: n.p., 1961).

5The chronology for Shakespeare's plays is that found
in The Folger Guide to Shakespeare, ed. Louis B. Wright and
Virginia A. Lamar (New York: Washington Square Press, 1969),

p. 53.
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roles or were played by Armin6 are too brief to justify

inclusion here or do not fall within the definitions and

limitations of this study.

In order to be understood as a dramatic device, the fool

must be established as a credible historical figure. A brief

examination of Swain and Welsford shows the fool's role to be

mainly that of entertainer. It also shows the origins of his

paradoxical wisdom, and the tradition of wisdom in folly that

was transmitted and emphasized by the influential Praise of

Folly by Erasmus.

None of the major critical and historical works already

cited have examined Shakespeare's use of the fool strictly as

a dramaturgical device, but with the fool's credibility as a

character and as a speaker established, the various functions

of the fool in drama can be examined. Just as the historical

fools were entertainers, so Shakespeare's fools are enter-

tainers. Indeed, it can be said that this is the obvious

primary dramatic function of the fool. The manner of enter-

tainment is the same for historical fools and Shakespeare's

fools. They are all provokers of laughter. Any other enter-

tainment (such as music or dancing) is an adjunct to this

main purpose.

6 The roles played by Armin may be found on a chart
between pages 228-229 of T. W. Baldwin, The Organization
and Personnel of the Shakespearean Company (Princeton:
Princeton Univ.Press, 1927). This will be listed in future
citation as "Baldwin's Chart."
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Particularly since fools are wise and credible, it is

not surprising that Shakespeare finds them useful as choric

voices. This is an important dramaturgic function of the fool;

he can provide any viewpoint that the author wants to provide

the audience. The fool will be believed, or at the very

least listened to, when he delivers an opinion of another

character or comments on the actions of other characters.

Shakespeare's fools are not only choric voices, but also

characters in a play. Their function as a character is not

as easily discernible as their other functions, but to one

degree or another they are developed characters, and they are

more effective in their other functions because they are

characters.

This study concentrates on five fools: Touchstone,

Feste, Lavatch, Thersites, and Lear's fool. The purpose of

the study is to examine the dramaturgic utility and the

efficiency of the wise fool, whether in his capacity as

entertainer, or choric voice, or just an integrated character

who helps the action move from a beginning to an end. It will

be discerned that the fool is a much more complex and sophis-

ticated character than other studies have indicated.

Shakespeare was sensitive to the dramaturgical possibilities

of the fool to a greater degree than has up to now been

realized.



CHAPTER II

SOCIAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUND OF THE FOOL

Shakespeare's stage representations of court fools have

long been recognized as important characters in Elizabethan

drama. There were other fools outside of Shakespeare, but

not as many, perhaps, as one might expect.1 According to one

authority, some kind of clown figure was necessary to the

2
Elizabethan drama because of the taste of the audience, and

the court fool was a ready-made comic figure. Court fools,

both "natural" (mentally aberrant people) and "artificial"

(sane people who counterfeited mental disordersl3 were very

much in evidence, and the keeping of fools for amusement had

a long history prior to Shakespeare's using them as stage

figures.

On the one hand was the parasite or buffoon, not mentally

deficient, who, Welsford says, "abounded at the courts of

Philip and Alexander and other rich potentates of the

Hellenic world."4 These men were apparently either invited

1 Busby says that there are "barely a dozen," p. 13.

2Busby, p. 25.

3Welsford, p. 119, makes a constant distinction between
"natural" and "artificial" fools.

4Welsford,.p. 4.

7
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or uninvited guests at banquets who earned their meals by

amusing the other guests. This they did by telling jokes and

engaging in horseplay. An example given by Welsford of this

type of entertainment is taken from Lucian's Feast of the

Lapithae, written during the second century A.D. Lucian

reported that the host's buffoon, Satyrion, entertained the

guests by dancing absurdly, improvising poetry, and making

witty comments about the guests. He concluded the entertain-

ment by a bout of fisticuffs with the cynic philosopher

Alcidamus, who had objected to Satyrion's witticism at his

expense.5 This type of character, who roved from one place

to another, disappeared from Western Europe for a time after

the fall of Rome and, according to Welsford, did not reappear

until "the first dawnings of humanism in Italy.,,6

On the other hand were those people who were physically

deformed, dwarfed, or mentally deficient. These served much

the same function as the sane parasites, principally that of

amusing their masters by their antics. The earliest example

given by Welsford is that of a pygmy called the Danga (a

tribal, not a personal name), who was kept by an Egyptian

Pharaoh of the Fifth Dynasty.

5 Welsford, p. 6.

6 Welsford, p. 8.

7 Welsford, p. 56.
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There is no evidence as to the mental capacity of the

Egyptian entertainer nor that of the few dwarfs of Classical

Greece.8 However, the Romans were known to keep deformed

persons and imbeciles for their personal entertainment.

Quoting Quintilian, Welsford indicates that prices paid for

the physically deformed increased in proportion to their

deformity, and this system of value may have carried over to

their mental capacity as well. There was at least a demand

for truly mentally deficient people; an artificial fool was

not acceptable.9

Although the Egyptian's Pygmy entertainers were apparently

regarded as the possessors of magical powers of some sort, and

Roman dwarf-fools may have occasionally acted as counselors

to their owners,10 Welsford reserves the origin of the fool

as "poet and clairvoyant" for other parts of the world. There

were madmen or lunatics in the Roman Empire, who may or may

not have been thought to have been divinely inspired.11

8Evidence that court dwarfs even existed is "vague and
unsatisfactory." Welsford, p. 58.

9 Welsford quotes the epigrammatist Martial, "He has been
described as an idiot. I bought him for twenty thousand
sesterces. Give me back my money, Gargilianus, he has his
wits." Welsford, p. 59.

1 0Welsford, pp. 58-59.

11 Welsford, p. 76.
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One who lived later, and was certainly respected, was

Buhlul-al-Madjnun, an Arab of the Ninth Century A.D. Welsford

refers to him as an "idiot-saint "1 2 Buhlul and others like

him may or may not have been attached to courts as official

jesters. The evidence is unclear and dates from a later time

than Buhlul himself.

Further north, in Ireland, the functions of court poet,

madman, and seer seem to have coalesced. Welsford relates

several stories of these men, to whom were attributed magical

powers, as well as the ability to foretell the future. They

were represented as being officially attached to a local

ruler, and they followed him even into battle.13

The court jester, or court fool, can be thought of as a

composite of the elements already described. The term "fool"

indicates that the feeble-minded elements were more prominent,

and Welsford feels that this is the case. She says that the

medieval court fool is the descendant of the Roman dwarf-fools.14

During the middle ages, the term "fool" was generally one of

opprobrium. It was applied to one who had transgressed the

social or moral code, and a fool was considered a sinner con-

signed to eternal damnation. Swain says, "Folly was a pitfall

to be avoided, and the fool himself was ruined on earth and

damned in the after-world."1 5

1 2 Welsford, p. 82. 1 3Welsford, p. 108.

14Welsford, pp. 113-14. 15Swain, pp. 10-26, passim.
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There was an apparent parallel development during this

time. The fool was beginning to be regarded as a wise man

in his own way. According to Swain, this view came into being

because even wise men could err and fall into folly, and "in

the face of death the wise man and the fool were equals."16

Even King Solomon, that paragon of wisdom, was made a fool in

medieval tales by a man named Marcolf, who was styled a fool.

This same Marcolf appears in a poem by John Audelay where he

exhorts the authorities to mend the ways of churchmen who,

he says, have been overtaken by covetousness.17

Marcolf had been a shrewd literary figure who called

himself a fool. There were others who were not so shrewd and

may not have called themselves anything at all. These were

real fools, mentally deficient people who were cared for by

individuals or communities. If they were cared for by noble-

men, they were "harmless dependents and butts of merriment,

playing aimless pranks and uttering confused talk." 18 This

type of fool was the background of the Shakespearean stage

character, although the fools who remained in their home

communities "regarded with a mixture of disdain and super-

stitious awe as the privileged children of God"1 9 are not

totally unimportant in a view of stage fools as entertainers.

1 6 Swain, p. 29. 17Swain, pp. 30-35, passim.

1 8 Swain, p. 53. 19 Swain, p. 53.
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Welsford feels that the medieval court fool was a

"fusion between the Celtic and Roman fools" perhaps with a

slight infusion from the East by way of the Marcolf stories

and the known contact between the court of Charlemagne and

that of Haroun-al-Rashid, where the madman Buhlul flour-

ished.20

Whatever the origins and influences, the fashion of

keeping court fools seems to have increased from the twelfth

century A.D. to the early sixteenth century, when the vogue

was at its height. .By this time the court fool had become a

significant figure both in the social life of the time and

in literature.2 1

The court fools of the early Renaissance could be either

"natural" or artificial fools. Those who had been born with

psychic disorders have found their way into literature as

well as those who were neither imbecile nor insane'. Some of

the fools in literature are Tyll Eulenspiegel, a sane German

practical joker; Claus Narr, a "natural" who served the

Electors of Saxony about the turn of the sixteenth century;

and Triboulet, the natural fool of Louis XII and Francis I

of France.22

2 0 Welsford, pp. 113-114.

2 1Welsford, p. 116.

2 2Some of the stories told of these three fools are
repeated by Welsford on pp. 43-47 and pp. 143-48.
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Court fools existed in England as well as on the

Continent. The earliest example cited by Welsford is only

possibly a court fool and dates from the reign of Henry II.23

A more certain reference to a fool is dated 1200,24 and

references to court fools grow in number and become more

definite as time passes. After the Wars of the Roses,

court fools gain considerable prominence. Probably the best

known fools were Patch, who belonged originally to Cardinal

Wolsey and later to Henry VIII, and Will Somers, who also

served Henry VIII. According to Welsford, Patch was a

natural fool and Will Somers was an artificial fool.25

Whether he was a "natural" or not, the position of the

court fool was a peculiar one. Unlike other retainers, the

fool had great license to speak his mind, and Robert

Goldsmith says, "According to the tradition, the fool was

often painfully candid." 26 Swain says, "Masquerading fools

took advantage of the blend of disdainful tolerance and awe

with which the real fool was regarded and claimed in the

name of folly the particular privileges of high spirits and

irresponsibility." 27  A real fool, or "natural," did not have

enough sense to flatter his lord or be politic, so the

2 3 Welsford, p. 115. Barbara Swain mentions a court fool
during the reign of Edmund Ironside (p. 55), much earlier than
the one mentioned by Welsford.

24Welsford, p. 115. 25Welsford, p. 159.

2 6Goldsmith, p. 8. 2 7 Swain, pp. 53-54.
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artificial fools took advantage of this and spoke their

minds, too. Swain states the case thus, "His assumed

'innocence' lowered him beyond the reach of vengeance and

left him free to speak his mind, a freedom which he sometimes

used to criticize his master."2 8

A possible source for men to fill the office of fool,

as well as an influence on the stage characterization, was

the traveling minstrel. These men traveled around from town

to town and house to house, as the wandering buffoons had

done in antiquity. They wore "coats of many colours, gaudier

than any knight might respectably wear" and besides singing

they were satirists and parodists. Like court fools, they

were seldom punished for their satire. E. K. Chambers

reports an instance of punishment but says, "As a rule, the

minstrels went scot-free."2 9

Chambers does not claim that minstrels ever became court

fools, preferring to show only their influence upon the

stage. Goldsmith is cautious, saying only that "the profes-

sional fool was probably related to the medieval minstrel and

joculator, who roamed Europe after the breakup of the Empire

and the collapse of the Roman stage. Like the minstrel, he

2 8Swain, p. 54.

29E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage (London: Oxford
Univ. Press, 1903), II, 46.
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was often a ballad singer, dancer, and tumbler. And like the

joculator, whom he more closely resembled, he was frequently

a fleering and obscene jester or parodist.,?30 Apparently

solid evidence that minstrels took positions as court fools

is lacking, but the minstrel and the court fool must have had

at least a strong mutual influence.

The stories of Claus Narr, Tyll Eulenspiegel, Triboulet,

Will Somers, and a variety of minstrels have come down through

historical documents as well as through literature, but even

before the Renaissance the fool was taking a place in liter-

ature. The two most prominent forms of fool literature are

jest books and the plays of the fool societies in France.

Jest books were collections of anecdotes told by or about

a particular buffoon or court fool. They were a widespread

form of folk literature, appearing in England, France, Italy,

Germany, and the Arab world. Busby says that many of the

English jest books, such as Skelton's Tales, Scoggins Tales,

and Tarleton's Jests, are sixteenth century translations of

German jest books. The jest books, she says, were influential

on the picaresque element in the character of the stage fool.3 1

Welsford finds evidence of the existence of jest books in

Roman times,32 although most of them are known from the Middle

Ages and Renaissance. There is a considerable overlapping of

3 0 Goldsmith, p. 5. 3 1 Busby, p. 18.

3 2 Welsford, p. 8. Her references are Plautus, Plutarch,
and Quintilian.
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the stories in the jest books, and Welsford feels that the

characters must have stolen one another's material and told

old jokes as though they were new.33

Although most jest books were written for purposes of

amusement, some had a moral or at least a semi-moral purpose.

Master W. Buttner, who recorded stories of Claus Narr, did so

to "provide a wholesome counterblast to the all too popular

tales of Eulenspiegel." 34 The "counterblast" may have been

necessary because of Eulenspiegel's character; Welsford notes

that he could be seen as "a purely odious figure."35 The tales

told of Claus were Christian in theme, while those told of

Eulenspiegel were based on the physical pain of practical

jokes.

The second major form of fool literature is the drama of

the fool societies in France. These societies may be traced

from the Kalends and Saturnalia in Rome36 through the New

Year's "Feast of Fools" in the medieval Church to the final

form of "s otties," which Swain calls "playlets ."37 They seem

3 3 Welsford, p. 13. 3 4Welsford, p. 146.

3 5 Welsford, p. 50.

36Welsford, pp. 198-199. A more complete discussion of
the "Feast of Fools" is found in Chambers, I, 274-335.

3 7Swain, p. 72.
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to have developed roughly parallel with the English morality

play,38 for their chief character was "Mother Folly, the

female jester who is also the approved censor of morals.." 39

These little plays were highly satirical, attacking contempo-

rary customs, secular lords, and churchmen. Because of the

growing ambiguity, both in French and English, of the term

"fool," fools on stage could criticize fools off the stage

for foolishness. Criticism was not merely verbal; in one

recorded case, the players put an offender backwards on a

donkey and paraded him through town.40

In England, another stage character was appearing who

may have had a strong influence on the stage fool. This was

the Vice of the morality plays. Concerning the use of the

Vice as a comic character, Busby says, "Mysteries and

Moralities were edifying, no doubt, but the latter in particu-

lar must frequently have become wearisome, especially to the

less devout members of the audience; therefore the Devil and

the Vice were introduced to provide a little diversion in the

form of buffoonery, always dear to the uncultivated mind,

38Chambers says that the morality play was an outgrowth
of the minstrel tradition,'while the French -ottie was an
outgrowth of the Feast of Fools. 1,380-81.

39Swain, p. 76.

40 Swain, p. 79. This occurred in Dijon; the offender was
being punished for beating his wife.
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and conspicuous in every form of popular drama.",4l The Vice

was a low comic figure, perhaps with an ancestry in the court

fools of the Middle Ages.

Busby sees a line of development from the Roman buffoons

through the wandering minstrels to the Vice of the sixteenth

century moralities. The Vice, she thinks, was influenced by

the idea of the court fool, especially since court fools "took

an active part in court revels."42 Court revels may be an

important pre-dramatic form, and the almost ubiquitous appear-

ance of fools following their masters around the country made

the fool a realistic character for the drama.

History can establish the fool as a realistic character,

but the credibility of the fool's words must be established

through literature. Mother Folly, the moral censor of the

French sotties, helps to establish this credibility, but the

most important source of the idea of folly in the Renaissance

was Erasmus' The Praise of Folly. Erasmus took the conflicting

notions of foolishness and proved that wise men were fools and

fools were wise. Walter Kaiser feels that Erasmus was the one

man above all others who gave Europe "the paradox of the Wise

Fool." 4 3 Kaiser is also sure that Shakespeare had read The

Praise of Folly;4 4  it was available in English translation as

well as the original Latin. Whatever the case, the presence

4 1Busby, p. 6. 4 2Busby, pp. 11-12.

4 3 Praisers of Folly (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ.
Press, 1963), p. 21.

44Kaiser, p. 22.
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and influence4 5 of The Praise of Folly insured that the

audience would listen well to the words of the stage fool,

for he spoke with truth and wisdom, as well as with wit.

It may be noted that the ancient buffoons, the Feasts

of Fools, the medieval minstrel tradition, the plays of the

fool societies, The Praise of Folly, and even the Italian

commedia dell' arte are only precursors of Shakespeare. They

show similarities to his court fools but not necessarily

great influence. They provided both a folk and a literary

tradition, but the major influence, and the one that must

be understood, was the institution and presence of actual

court fools during the Renaissance.

The court fool was a well known personage in England by

the time of Shakespeare. Stories told about Will Somers, the

famous court fool of Henry VIII, were popular, and Somers

himself was cherished in the popular memory as a good man who

did good deeds. "No Elizabethan fool captured the imagination

both of his contemporaries and of posterity as did Will Somers,

who must indeed have been one of the most lovable of court-

fools."4 6

45Kaiser says, ". .if, like Machiavelli's Principe,
few books have been more influential, few have been more
misunderstood" p. 23.

46Welsford, p. 170.
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One of the imaginations captured by Somers was that of

Robert Armin, who joined the Shakespearean company (The Lord

Chamberlain's Men) some time in March or April of 1600.47

By the time Armin came to the Chamberlain's Men, he had

already published a book entitled Foole Upon Foole or Six

48 fos ieo h
Sortes of Sottes, a study of "natural" fools. Five of the

six stories in Armin's book are concerned with "naturals,"

the exception being Will Somers, whom Armin treated as though

he had been a "natural." Armin characterized Somers as a

"merry fool." 49 The other five types were a flat fool, a fat

fool, a lean fool, a clean fool, and a very fool.

In addition to Foole Upon Foole, Armin had written and

acted in a play called The History of the Two Maids of

More-Clackewhich was "first acted 1597-98, probably the

autumn or winter of 1597."150 He had taken the role of Blue

John (the "very" fool of Foole Upon Foole) and the role of

Tutch, a clownish servant. He also appeared as Tutch dis-

guised as Blue John, and Tutch disguised as a Welsh Knight.51

47Baldwin, p. 84. 48Baldwin, p. 303.

49Robert Armin, A Nest of Ninnies (1608: Rpt. London:
The Shakespeare Society, 1842T, p. 42.'

50Baldwin, p. 245.

5 1 Leslie Hotson, Shakespeare's Motley (New York: Oxford
Univ. Press, 1952), p. 103. In~The Two Maids of More-clacke
(1609, Facsimile Rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1970), the character
Tutch admits to having disguised himself as Blue John and the
Welshman (Sig.Ilr). Armin states in the introduction that he
has played Blue John, but the suggestion that he played Tutch
and therefore all four roles is Hotson's. Firm evidence is
lacking, but Hotson's suggestion seems incontestable.
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With this book and play, Armin had set up his own kind of

comic role, the presentation of fools on the stage. It was

this kind of character that he represented in the plays of

Shakespeare.

Armin was a good clown and a versatile man. Besides

Foole Upon Foole and The Two Maids of More-clacke, he had

some reputation in other endeavors. He was a goldsmith and

a pamphleteer.52 He brought his clowning reputation with him

when he came to the Chamberlain's Men; Felver says, "to the

play-going public Armin was a good clown in the older

Tarleton-Kempe tradition perhaps before he became a witty

fool."53

According to Felver, Armin had made two primary contri-

butions to the development of the Shakespearean stage fool

before he joined Shakespeare's company. He had proved himself

a singer, and he had introduced onto the stage "probably for

the first time, an actual living fool."54 Felver says,

"Everything, then, that one finds in a Touchstone, Feste, or

Lear's Fool is foreshadowed in these three works by Robert

Armin; the mimicry, the sense of style, the delight in paradox,

the singing, the nonsense rhymes, the pleasure in good living,

the careful differentiation from one fool to another."55

5 2 Felver, pp. 12-13. 5 3Felver, p. 11. 5 4 Felver, p. 20.

5 5 Felver, p. 37. The three works are Foole Upon Foole,
The Two Maids of More-clacke, and Quips Upon Questions. The

last is a series of more or less rhetorical questions with
rhymed, witty answers.
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Robert Armin is the last step in the background of

Shakespeare's fools, save for Shakespeare himself. The back-

ground is long and varied, extending almost as far back as

written records go and including many different types of

fools.

The most important element in the background picture is

the institution of the court fool. Besides being the basis

of Shakespeare's creations, court fools were widely known

entertainers in the life of the time, and this is a primary

contribution to making the Shakespearean fool a realistic,

believable figure.

In addition to the presence of fools in life, the fool

also has a stage history prior to Shakespeare. This history

includes antique models and, Continental models, such as the

Feast of Fools and the sotties and it also includes the

Vice of the English morality play, a character that Douce says

was "generally dressed in a fool's habit.,,56 The Vice is a

further contribution to the believability of the fool. In

other words, the public was accustomed to seeing such charac-

ters on the stage, and was quite prepared to accept the advent

of the formal stage fool. An added element is the tradition

of wisdom in folly that comes mainly through Erasmus. This

tradition helps to provide an atmosphere that makes more

5 6 Douce, II, 305.
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acceptable the fool as a stage character. It is primarily

because of the Erasmian tradition that the fool's words will

be believed.

The fool's credibility as a wise man is the final element

in making him an effective dramatic device. In the hands of

a dramatist such as Shakespeare, the fool is to realize his

full potential as an effective dramatic device.



CHAPTER III

THE FOOL AS COMIC DEVICE

The stage fool, in all his manifestations, was a popular

figure in Elizabethan England. According to Olive Busby,

"A dramatist who wished to produce a popular play was con-

fronted with the necessity of introducing him on every pos-

sible occasion. "i Alfred Harbage adds, "The popular audience

demanded the presence of the clown. "2The figure which

Harbage calls a clown and Busby indiscriminately calls "fool"

and "clown" is actually a low comedian, or a provoker of

laughter. This is the most obvious function of the fools in

Shakespeare's plays. The fools fulfill this function by

means of a comic appearance, physical antics, different kinds

of verbal comedy, including bawdy jokes, puns, wit contests

with other characters, riddles, sophistical arguments and non-

sense, and ridicule of other characters.

The stage representation of the court fool would be

easily recognizable as a comic figure even before he spoke a

word, since his dress showed him to be a member of the comic

Busby, p. 25.

2Alfred Harbage, Shakespeare and the Rival Traditions
(New York :Macmillan, 1952), p. 83.

24
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class of court jesters. Both Leslie Hotson3 and Charles

Felver4 note that the motley dress of the fool indicated to

the audience that this character was intended to provoke

laughter. Both Hotson and Felver believe Shakespeare and the

fool-actor Robert Armin were "weaning" the public away from

their old favorite clowns as played by Richard Tarlton and

Will Kemp, and toward the court fool as played by Armin.5

The dress of the fools has caused problems for critics.

Francis Douce states the problem: ". . .the difficulty of

ascertaining how the theatrical fools and clowns of

Shakespeare's time were always habited, is insuperable.,'

Some guesses as to the manner of dress of Shakespeare's fools

can be made, however. Douce goes on to describe two sorts of

fool's costumes. The first consisted of a coat, "motley or

parti-coloured, and attached to the body by a girdle, with

bells at the skirts and elbows . . . . The breeches and hose

close and sometimes each leg of a different colour. A hood .

was sometimes decorated with asses' ears, or else terminated

in the head and neck of a cock . . . . it may instead have had

one or more bells . . . . This fool usually carried in his

3 Hotson, pp. 87-88. 4 Felver, p. 43.

5 Both Tarlton and Kemp had appeared on stage as country
louts, dressed in russet clothing. Kemp, a member of
Shakespeare's company, had played such roles as Dogberry in
Much Ado About Nothing and Bottom in A Midsummer Night's
Dream. See Baldw~n's chart.
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hand an official scepter or bauble, which was a short stick

ornamented at the end with the figure of a fool's head .

The second type of dress, which Douce says "seems to have

been more common in the time of Shakespeare,"7 is the long

coat. It is this coat, or petticoat, made of the cloth called

motley,8 that Hotson argues for at great length as the constant

stage dress of Shakespeare's fools.9 An illustration at the

front of The Two Maids of More-clacke indicates that the coat

was ankle length, belted and with a collar but otherwise

featureless. According to Douce, the coat "originally apper-

tained to the idiot or natural fool, and was obviously adopted

for the purposes of cleanliness and concealment. Why it came

to be used for the allowed fool is not so apparent."10

A third possible effect, not mentioned by Douce,is the

"patch," or pied clothing. It pertains to Trinculo, who is

called "patch" and "pied ninny" (Tmp. III.ii.61). There is

an illustration of this costume in Willeford's The Fool and

6Douce, II, 317-22. 7 Douce, II, 321.

8The OED defines "motley" as "a cloth of a mixed colour;
a mixture."This refers to interweaving of various colored
thread and not to a parti-colored effect.

9 The main body of Shakespeare's Motley is Hotson's
argument that whenever Shakespeare says "motley" he means
the cloth and not the parti-colored suit, and that the
long petticoat was the invariable form of the garment worn
by Shakespeare's. fools.

1 0 Douce, II, 321.
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His Scepter.1  Although the picture does not represent one

of Shakespeare's fools, it does date from the 17th century.

The suit, consisting of trousers and a jacket, is patterned

in irregular blotches of two ,r more darker colors upon a

light colored background.

Whether Shakespeare's fools wore only one kind of cos-

tume, as Hotson maintains, or whether they wore a variety of

costumes, as Felver suggests,12 can remain in dispute. The

important thing is that the costume can be outlandish enough

to cause laughter and at least shows to the audience that the

fQol is the comic character.

A second immediate and visual aspect of the comic nature

of the stage clowns was apparent in their physical antics on

stage. They took pratfalls, made faces, danced jigs, and

mimed in an exaggerated manner.1 3 They entertained musically

on tabor and pipe also,14 but there are few lines in

Shakespeare's plays to indicate this playing.15 Most of it

11Willeford, p. 20. 12Felver, p. 43.
1 3 John Russell Brown, Shakespeare's Plays in Performance

(London: FdwarddArnold, 1966), pp. 92-94.

14 Brown, Shakespeare's Plays, p. 94,

The only example is Viola's greeting to Feste, "Save
thee, friend, and thy music! Dost thou live by thy tabor?"
(TN III.i.1-2). This indicates that Feste was entertaining
musically between the acts, but the other fools have no such
lines.
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was probably extemporaneous and not indicated in the meager

stage directions that survive. The text of a play may or may

not indicate stage clowning. According to J. R. Brown, "Silent

by-play was often accompanied by trite words','16 and of course

by-play may be accompanied by comic words, but any clowning

not particularly pointed out by the script is left to the

discretion of the actor and director.

The only obvious clowning action in the plays under con-

sideration in this study, as indicated by the text itself, is

done by Thersites. The scene of abuse between him and Ajax

(Tro.III.i) is reminiscent of the beatings received by Dromio

of Ephesus in The Comedy of Errors. Thersites must also be

exercising his powers of mimicry in his playing Ajax before

Achilles and Patroclus, as he described verbally how Ajax is

acting:

"Why, 'a stalks up and down like a peacock--
a stride and a stand; ruminates like an hostess that
hath no arithmetic but her brain to set down her
reckoning;bites his lip with a politic regard, as who
should say 'There ware wit in this head, an 'twould
out. '" (Tro. III.iii. 250-54).

Sometimes the rhythm of the words indicates jigging or

jumping about, such as Feste's song, "I am gone, sir;/and

anon, sir,/I'll be with you again/ . . ./Adieu, goodman devil"

(TN IV.ii.114-125). The rhythm of the many short songs that

Lear's fool sings is similar to that of Feste's song; a jig

could be danced to all of them.

1 6Brown, Shakespeare's Plays, p. 94.
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Some comic actions may be indicated by lines in the text,

but the action must go far beyond the indicated action to

draw a laugh. An example of this kind of action is Lear's fool's

offering Kent his cap, with the words, "Let me hire him too.

Here's my coxcomb" (Lr.I.iv.88). With this action, the fool

must do far more than just offer Kent the coxcomb.

Lear's fool is the only one who wears the coxcomb, and

Lavatch the only fool that carries a bauble if textual refer-

ences to these items are used as the determining criterion.1 7

Lavatch's use of his bauble is obscene; the shape of the bauble

itself was often obscene, according to Francis Douce. 18

Lavatch uses the word as a phallic pun: "And I would give

his wife my bauble, sir, to do her service" (AWW IV.v.24-5).

The pun is more effective if Lavatch actually carries a bauble,

and even more so if he makes a thrust with it.

The words of the fools do not usually indicate action,

however, and in fact may indicate a lack of action. Feste

tells Viola, "I am indeed not her fool, but her corrupter of

words" (TN III.i.33-34), and Jaques reports that Touchstone

"laid him down and bask'd him in the sun/ And rail'd on Lady

Fortune in good terms" (AYL II.vii.15-16), as though he had no

energy to clown.

1 7The frequency of textual references is taken from
Marvin Spevak, A Complete and Systematic Concordance to theWorks of Shakespeare, 6 Vols. (Hildesheim: Georg Oims,~~1U~-

18 Douce, II, 319.
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Textually obvious gestures and actions, particularly

bawdy actions, are rare among the fools, but that is not the

case with bawdy language. A large measure of the fool's

verbal comedy is found in the bawdy language, and all the fools

employ it. In fact, the most extensive comic development

deriving from the fool is in the area of verbal humor, much

of which is bawdy.

The reasons for the comic effect of bawdy words are

obscure at best. Sigmund Freud admits ". . . strictly

speaking, we do not know what we are laughing at." 1 9 Freud

notes the success of bawdy jokes, even though their techniques

may be, according to him, "quite wretched."2 0 Indeed, we may

not know y_ we laugh, but we do laugh, and fools' techniques

are seldom "wretched" unless one considers the famous

Shakespearean puns to be so.

Whether there is a pun involved or not, the most common

form of the fools' bawdy is in line with Henri Bergson's

statement, "Any incident is comic that calls our attention to

the physical in a person, when it is the moral side that is

concerned.,,21 One of the best examples of this comic theory

l9 Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, trans. and
ed. James Strachey (New York : Norton, 1960), p. 102.

20
Freud, p. 102.

21 Laughter: trans. Cloudesley Brereton and Fred Rothwell
(New York: MaiEkillan, 1937), pp. 50-51.
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is seen in Touchstone, who comments, "I care not for my

spirits if my legs were not weary" (AYL II.iv.2). That line

is not bawdy, but usually when Touchstone brings out the

physical in connection with the moral, there is indecency

involved.

Almost every line Touchstone utters is in a physical

opposition to a spiritual statement of love. From Act II,

where he recalls Jane Smile and kissing the cow's teats "that

her pretty chopt hands had milk'd" (AYL II.iv.42-44) to where

he presses in "amongst the rest of the country copulatives"

to be married (AYL V.iv.53), he is seen with or shortly fol-

lowing someone who speaks of love in a spiritual sense. In

Act III, scene ii, he parodies Orlando's verse. Orlando's

verse is not very good, but Touchstone's is not only doggerel,

it is absolutely obscene.

Also in Act III, scene ii, Rosalind tells Orlando how a

true lover should appear (AYL III.ii.350-59) and offers to

cure him of his love. She could have cured him merely by

letting him stay on the stage to watch Touchstone and Audrey,

with Touchstone delivering such lines as ". . . praised be

the gods for thy foulness! Sluttishness may come hereafter"

(AYL III.iii.32-33) and delivering a long stock joke about

cuckoldry (AYL III.iii.39-52). He also speculates on leaving

his wife when he becomes tired of her (AYL III.iii.74-77).
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Touchstone's bawdy talk generally has a purpose secondary

to the comic purpose. Although not always aware of it himself,
Touchstone is acting as a commentator on the action of the play.

This secondary function is not apparent in the bawdy of all the

fools. Feste, Shakespeare's "supreme clown,"22 has fewer

obviously bawdy lines than any of the other fools. Any time

he uses bawdy language, it is solely for comic effect, such as

his very first line, "Let her hang me! He that is well hanged

in this world needs to fear no colours" (TN I.v.4-5). If the

pun were not obvious, after an exchange of indecent lines with

Maria, he says, "Many a good hanging prevents a bad marriage"

(TN I.v.17) to leave no doubt that his joke is intentionally

bawdy.23

Again, he puns bawdily with Viola in Act III, scene i,
when Viola says, "They that dally nicely with words may quickly

make them wanton" (TN III.i.14-15). Feste takes "dally" and
"wanton" in a sexual sense and replies, "I would therefore my

sister had no name, sir" (TN III.i.16) since "her name's a

word, and to dally with that word might make my sister wanton"

(TN III.i.18-19). A little later, he panders for the coin

22 Ribner, introduction to Twelfth Night, p. 396.

23fIRibner glosses "well hanged" as "sexually virile."
Both Eric Partridge, Shakespeare's Bawdy (New York: Dutton,1960),and Ernest A. M. Colman, The Dramatic Use of Bawdy inShakespeare (London: Longman, 1974),fignore this piin.
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that Viola has just given him. "I would play Lord Pandarus of

Phrygia, sir, to bring a Cressida to this Troilus"

(TN III.i.49-50).

Feste's last bit of comic bawdy is directed not at a

woman, as before, but at Malvolio, who is locked up in a dark

room because of his supposed madness. Upon being requested

by Malvolio to "go to my lady" (TN IV.ii.23) Feste replies,

"Out, hyperbolical fiend! How vexest thou this man! Talkest

thou nothing but of ladies?" (TN IV.ii.24-25). He then

addresses, ambiguously, either the devil or Malvolio with "Fie,

thou dishonest Satan!" (TN IV.ii.30).24

Unlike some of Feste's bawdy, there is no ambiguity at

all in that of Thersites in Troilus and Cressida. When Feste

made a pun on "hanging" he got a laugh because Maria and the

audience saw the sexual second sense of a word. Thersites

does not allow a nonsexual sense of a word; his job is to find

the worst words possible to apply to the people, ideas, and

actions around him.

The scathing comments of Thersites do not seem as comic

as the earlier fools' puns and witticisms, but they are

laughter provoking. Nevill Coghill puts it thus, "Thersites

makes us laugh; he does so by making everything Greek the

subject of unforgettable scurrilities."!25

24 "Dishonest" means "Linchaste." See Colman for "dishonest"
and Partridge for "honest."

2 5Shakespeare's Professional Skills (Cambridge: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 1964), p. 100.
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Not all of Thersites' scurrilities are bawdy. His opening

lines (Tro. II.i.1-9) about Agamemnon covered with running

sores are nasty without being either sexual or scatological.

His first bawdy line is when he calls Patroclus "Achilles'

brach" (Tro. II.i.107).26 Later (Tro. V.i.14) he calls him

"Achilles' male varlet" and explains that "male varlet" means

"his masculine whore" (Tro. V.i.16).

Thersites' bawdy increases from that point until the end

of the play (with the exception of Tro. III.iii). He wishes

"the Neopolitan bone-ache"2 7 on the Greek camp, "for that . .

is the curse dependent on those that war for a placket"

(Tro. II.iii.17-19).2 8  Thersites is, of course, referring to

Helen, and to Helen and Menelaus when he says, "All the argu-

ment is a whore and a cuckold" (Tro. II.iii.66).

During Act V, it is easier to count Thersites' nonbawdy

lines than his bawdy ones. The "match" between Diomedes and

Cressida (Tro. V.ii) would be expected to be bawdy, and is.

Thersites follows the course of the battle the next day, and

in his running commentary he constantly mentions the cause of

the fighting, which is lechery. The fight between Troilus and

26 Brach means "bitch," a female dog. See Partridge,
Colman, and OED.

2 7 The "Neopolitan bone-ache" means "syphilis." See the
glossary in Partridge or Colman.

2 8 Colman glosses "placket" as "the opening of a petticoat
or skirt, at the crotch." By extension, the whole woman.
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Diomedes becomes "Hold thy whore, Grecian! Now for thy whore,

Troyan!" (Tro. V.iv.23), and the fight between Paris and

Menelaus he refers to as, "The cuckold and the cuckold-maker

are at it" (Tro. V.vii.9). Thersites leaves the play con-

fessing his bastardy, telling Margarelon, "If the son of a

whore fight for a whore, he tempts judgment" (Tro. V.vii.20-21).

The less highly regarded Lavatch, at least in the use of

his bawdy, is a combination of Thersites and Touchstone. Like

Touchstone, he is a comic character, he operates in a comedy,

and he covers his indecent meanings under puns and metaphor.

However, like Thersites, Lavatch seems to have a very bleak

outlook on life. His desire to marry may be contrasted with

Touchstone's. When asked why he will marry, Touchstone replies:

"As the ox hath his bow, sir, the horse his curb, and the falcon

her bells, so man hath his desires; and as pigeons bill, so

wedlock would be nibbling" (AYL III.iii.65-67). Asked approxi-

mately the same question by the Countess of Rossillion, Lavatch

answers: "My poor body, madam, requires it. I am driven on

by the flesh; and he must needs go that the devil drives"

(AWW I.iii.25-26).

Just as Touchstone and Lavatch can be compared in their

desire to marry, so they can be compared in their moralizing

speeches on cuckoldry. Touchstone proves to himself that the

horns of the cuckold are inevitable and even honorable

(AYL III.iii.39-52). Lavatch goes a step farther and proves

them actually desirable (AWW I.iii.38-50).
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Even when it is unnecessary, Lavatch will speak bawdily;

he should get a rather embarrassed laugh from his simile for

his universal answer. His answer for all questions is "like

a barber's chair, that fits all buttocks--the pin buttock, the

quatch buttock, the brawn buttock, or any buttock"

(AWW II.ii.14-16). When he carries it further, five of his

ten similes are bawdy. His answer is "as fit . . . as your

French crown for your taffety punk, as Tib's rush for Tom's

forefinger . . . the cuckold to his horn, as a scolding quean

to a wrangling knave, as the nun's lip to the friar's mouth . .. "

(AWW II.ii.18-23).

When Bertram has notified his mother that he has run

away, Lavatch comments in bawdy language. Bertram, he says,

will not be killed, "if he run away, as I hear he does. The

danger is in standing to 't; that's the loss of men, though

it be the getting of children" (AWW III.ii.39-41).

Lavatch's best joke is one that he tells only for a laugh;

it has no other dramatic purpose than the isolated evocation of

laughter. The joke is at Lafew's expense and is in the form of

a dialogue.
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Laf. Whether (lost thou profess thyself--a knave or
a fool?

Clown. A fool, sir, at a woman's service, and a knave
at a man's.

Laf. Your distinction?
Clown. I would cozen the man of his wife and do his

service.
Laf. So you were a knave at his service indeed.
Clown. And I would give his wife my bauble, sir, to do

her service.
Laf. I will subscribe for thee, thou art both knave

and fool.
Clown. At your service.

(AWW IV.v.19-27).

Immediately after this, however, Lavatch becomes very moral

in his speaking of the devil and the floweryy way that leads

to the broad gate and the great fire" (AWW IV.v.45-46). He

apparently tells his obscene jokes for the laughter they raise

and not, like Thersites, to express indignation or his outlook

on life.

Unlike Lavatch, Lear's fool rarely tells a joke for the

sake of the joke. His bawdy language, like that of Thersites,

is always directed toward another object, its purpose being to

denigrate that object. The one exception is Act III: The

fool is replying to Edgar's line of nonsense, "Come o'er the

bourn, Bessy, to me" (Lr. III.vi.25) and he sings, "Her boat

hath a leak,/ and she must not speak/ why she dares not come

over to thee." (Lr. III.vi.26-28). Partridge interprets this

as meaning either "she is having her period" or "she is suffer-

ing from gonorrhea. ,29 The fool's first bawdy line contains

2 9See Partridge's glossary under "boat hath a leak."
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the word "brach," already mentioned as meaning "bitch." The

line is not comic; the fool is being bitterly cynical about

the truth not being as welcome to Lear as flattering lies.

Lear's fool, like all the fools, has a cuckoldry joke.

He does not apply it to himself, as Touchstone and Lavatch

do, but the basis of the joke is the same. A snail has a

house, he says, "to put's head in; not to give it away to his

daughters and leave his horns without a case" (Lr. I.v.26-27).

The fool merely accepts horns as inevitable;30 he is not

casting aspersions as Thersites does on Menelaus.

The intent of Lear's fool is always comic, at least in

part, though the effect may not be so. The audience is told

before the storm scene that the fool is with Lear, and "labours

to outjest/ his heart-struck injuries" (Lr. III.i.16-17). The

fool's jests here are sometimes bawdy. He recites a poem

beginning, "The codpiece that will house/ before the head has

any" (Lr. III.ii.27-28) and says, "Marry, here's grace and a

codpiece; that's a wise man and a fool" (Lr. III.ii.40-41).

The codpiece, that part of sixteenth and seventeenth century

male attire which covers the sex organs, may be extended to

mean the organs themselves. 31 In both instances cited, the

fool is comparing intelligence with instinct, to the detriment

of instinct. Instinct will get one into trouble.

3 0 Ribner, note to Lr. I.v.27.

31 Partridge, glossary.
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The fool's bawdy statement, "Now a little fire in a wild

field were like an old lecher's heart--a small spark, all the

rest on's body cold" (Lr. III.iv.104-05), is a reference to

the Earl of Gloucester, who is an old lecher and who comes on

stage immediately following the fool's remark. Like most of

the fool's bawdy, it has a direct reference to the action.

Lear's fool, however, does something that none of the other

fools do; he steps completely out of the action and addresses

the audience on subjects not related to the play. These are

not "asides" like Touchstone's "I am not in the mind, but I

were better to be married of him Sir Oliver Martext than

another; for he is not like to marry me well; and not being

well married, it will be a good excuse for me hereafter to

leave my wife" (AYL III.ii.74-77). Nor are they comments about

the action such as Thersites makes as he watches Troilus and

Ulysses watching Cressida and Diomedes (Tro. V.ii).

Lear's fool steps out and addresses the audience with

"She that's a maid now, and laughs at my departure/ shall not

be a maid long, unless things be cut shorter" (Lr. I.v.45-46).32

"Maid" means "virgin" and "things" refers to male sex organs. 3 3

Again, when the fool steps out to speak -his "prophecy"

(Lr. III.ii.79-96), he introduces it with, "This is a brave

night to cool a courtesan" (Lr. III.ii.79). Both these speeches,

32 Kittredge, note to Lr. I.v.45-46.

These terms are found in both Partridge's and Colman's
glossaries.
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addressed directly to the audience, are strictly comic,

intended to draw a laugh without detracting from the audience's

concentration on the action.

A great deal of the bawdy in the comedy of the fools is

contained in puns. Word play of this and other types is the

real specialty of the fools. Besides bawdy puns, the fools

ask riddles, pose conundrums, and engage in wit contests with

other characters. This last frequently involves what Robert

Goldsmith calls "logic-chopping and syllogism-mongering"34

and occasionally a fool's talk will devolve into pure nonsense.

The most obvious of these comic devices is the formal wit

contest. All the fools engage in them, and they almost in-

variably win. The other character involved may appear to

greater or lesser advantage with wit of his own. He may

merely provide the fool straight lines with which to make jokes,

or he may almost win the contest.

The honest shepherd Corin fills the former position, that

of providing straight lines to the fool. He is soundly

defeated in a wit contest with Touchstone (AYL III.ii.11-79).

Corin's homely philosophy is actually quite attractive, but is

no match for Touchstone's chop-logic. Corin attempts to end

the combat with, "You have too courtly a wit for me. I'll

rest" (AYL III.ii.64), but he is saved from further proof of

damnation only by the appearance of Rosalind a few lines later.

34Goldsmith, p. 53.
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Feste's opponents in formal wit contests are more his

equals than Corin in relation to Touchstone. Feste's first

opponent is Maria; in fact, his first appearance is his wit

contest with her. Her jokes are as good as his, and he effec-

tively ends the combat by suggesting that he knows she has

designs upon Sir Toby's bachelorhood. Maria is reduced to

"Peace, you rogue; no more o' that" (TN I.v.26). C. L. Barber

notes that Viola, as Cesario, beats Feste at his own game,

and "he turns on her ungraciously, as on no one else." 3 5

His statement, "I do care for something; but in my conscience,

sir, I do not care for you. If that be to care for nothing,

sir, I would it would make you invisible" (TN III.i.26-28)

certainly sounds ungracious, but could mean only that he has

observed "the quality of persons, and the time" (TN III.i.60).

And besides, he is intent upon his word play on "nothing."

Lavatch, too, engages in a wit contest in his attempting

to demonstrate that only one answer will serve for the purposes

of the court. He is severely defeated by the Countess of

Rossillion, who asks him, "Do you cry, '0 Lord, Sir!' at your

whipping, and 'Spare not me?' Indeed, your '0 Lord, Sir!' is

very sequent to your whipping" (AWW II.ii.46-48). Lavatch is

defeated, but only momentarily; he gets in one more "0 Lord,

Sir!" and the Countess must tell him, "An end, Sir!"

(AWW II.ii.54-55).

35Shakespeare's Festive Comedy (Princeton: Princeton Univ.
Press, 1959), ;p. 254.
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These cited are by no means all the wit contests engaged

in by the fools, but they are representative, at least of the

more extended contests. Thersites and Lear's fool do not

engage in extended wit contests although Lear's fool asks

riddles and Thersites pits his wits against Ajax's strength.

Of all the fools, Lear's fool is the only real riddler.

Most of his jokes are short one line questions such as,

"Prithee, nuncle, tell me whether a madman be a gentleman or

a yeoman" (Lr. III.vi.9-10). The correct answer is "he's a

yeoman that has a gentleman to his son; for he's a mad yeoman

that sees his son a gentleman before him" (Lr. III.vi.12-14).

The answer to the riddle provides the comedy here, as it does

in other of Lear's fool's riddles, both in the social satire

and in the play on meanings of the word "mad."

Thersites engages in a form of chop-logic comedy when he

proves that Agamemnon, Achilles, Patroclus, and he himself

are fools (Tro. II.iii.47-61), but the real masters of this

kind of comedy are Touchstone, Feste, and Lavatch. Where

Thersites had merely told Patroclus that he was a "fool

positive" and "it suffices me thou art"' (Tro. II.iii.59-61),

they all carry their proofs through.

First among the logic-chopping fools is Touchstone, as

shown by his conversation with the shepherd Corin. Having

asserted that Corin is damned because he has not been at court,

Touchstone proves his statement thus: "Why, if thou never
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wast at court, thou never saw?.st good manners; if thou never

saw'st good manners, then thy manners must be wicked; and

wickedness is sin, and sin is damnation. Thou are in a parlous

state, shepherd" (AYL III.ii.38-41). In continuing his proof

of Corin's damnation for bad manners, however, Touchstone inad-

vertently proves the court a filthier place than the country.

Feste also proves at least one false conclusion, that he

is "the better for my foes, and the worse for my friends"

(TN V.i.10-11). His proof is:

. .. they Ifriends] praise me and make an ass of
me. Now my foes tell me plainly I am an ass; so that by
my foes, sir, I profit in the knowledge of myself, and
by my friends I am abused; so that, conclusions to be
as kisses, if your four negatives make your two affirma-
tives, why then, the worse for my friends and the better
for my foes.

(TN V.i.15-21).

Lavatch is likewise the better for his foes; he chops

his logic in delivering his cuckoldry joke. Where Touchstone

had merely rationalized the possibility, or the certainty, of

being cuckolded, Lavatch proves that cuckoldry is desirable.

Having told the Countess of Rossillion that he hopes to

have friends for his wife's sake, the Countess tells him,

"Such friends are thine enemies, knave" (AWW I.iii.37).

Lavatch must then prove that such enemies are really friends,

merely for the sake of the argument.
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"Y'are shallow, madam, in great friends; for the
knaves come to do that for me which I am aweary of.
He that ears my land spares my team and gives me leave
to inn the crop. If I be his cuckold, he's my drudge.
He that comforts my wife is the cherisher of my flesh
and blood; he that cherishes my flesh and blood loves
my flesh and blood; he that loves my flesh and blood
is my friend; ergo, he that kisses my wife is my friend."

(AWW I.iii.38-45).

Lavatch is obviously lying when he says "the knaves come to do

that which I am weary of," for his reason to marry in the

first place was, "I am driven on by the flesh, and he must

needs go that the devil drives" (AWW I.iii.25-26).

It may be seen from these examples that the laughter

obtained by the fools? chop-logic is largely the "pleasure

in nonsense" that Freud speaks of.36 Their proofs are non-

sensical, but they follow a certain pattern. Occasionally,

however, a fool will drop off into pure verbal nonsense.

Touchstone drops into nonsense after the two pages have

sung their song, when he says, "Truly, young gentlemen, though

there was no great matter in the ditty, yet the note was very

untuneable" (AYL V.iii.32-33). Touchstone has raised expecta-

tions that he will compliment the pages when he dispraises the

song, but he dispraises the singing as well. The first page

contributes to the confusion with, "You are deceived, sir. We

kept time, we lost not our time?? (AYL V.iii.34-35). The subject

under discussion has changed from "matter" to "note"?to "time,?"

3 6 Freud, p. 125.
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all of which have to do with the song, but the last two have

nothing to do with the original subject, the "matter" of the

song.

Feste may be even more nonsensical. In character as Sir

Topas, he tells Sir Toby, who has addressed him as "Master

Parson," "Bonos Dies, Sir Toby; for as the old hermit of

Prague, that never saw pen and ink, very wittily said to a

niece of King Gorboduc, 'That that is is'; so I, being Master

Parson, am Master Parson; for what is 'that' but that, and

'is' but is?" (TN IV.ii.12-16). He tells Malvolio, who has

complained that his prison is dark, "Why, it hath bay windows

transparent as barricadoes, and the clerestories toward the

south north are as lustrous as ebony" (TN IV.ii.35-37). Even

if one knows how transparent barricades are, and that ebony is

black, no one may say with certainty where the clerestories

are located.

The more scurrilous fools do not go in for much nonsense.

Lavatch never delivers a truly nonsensical line, unless it is

"E'en that you have there" in reply to the Countess' rhetorical

"what have we here?" (AWW III.ii.16-17). Thersites never

delivers a line that is nonsensical in itself, but he engages

in a nonsensical exchange with Patroclus (Tro. III.iii.276-94).

Similar to Thersites and Patroclus, with their nonsensical

exchange of words, is the wider exchange among Lear, Edgar, and

the fool (Lr. III.vi). The scene is nonsensical, though the
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fool's lines are no more so than his earlier ones. The most

nonsense that the fool utters is his prophecy (Lr. III.ii.81-94),

which is confusing indeed, but not entirely nonsensical. The

nonsense is in the fool's line as he leaves: "This prophecy

Merlin shall make, for I live before his time" (Lr. III.ii.95-6).

Most of Lear's fool's comedy is accomplished by making

fun of Lear. Making fun of others is a major device of all the

fools, and a general line of demarcation between them and

other Shakespearean clowns. One critic states the case thus:

"The clown is sometimes the butt of the joke; the wise fool

never is." 3 7 The fools' business is more in the manner of

Bergsonian "wit" than Bergsonian "comedy." Bergson says, "A

word is said to be comic when it makes us laugh at the person

who utters it, and witty when it makes us laugh either at a

third party or at ourselves."3 8

Causing laughter at another character's expense may be

called, broadly, ridicule. The fools all ridicule someone

else in order to create a laugh. The degree of their ridicule

varies greatly, at times not even being detected as ridicule.

3 7"Feste: The Dramatic Function of the Wise Fool in Twelfth
Night," Master's Thesis, North Texas State University, 1962, p.15.

38 Bergson, p. 104.
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George Meredith says, ". . .if you detect the ridicule, and

your kindliness is chilled by it, you are slipping into the

grasp of satire."39

Touchstone is perhaps farthest from satire and nearest

to comedy by Meredith's definition. He chills no kindness

towards the courtier LeBeau when he says, "Thus men may grow

wiser every day. It is the first time that ever I heard

breaking of ribs was sport for ladies" (AYL I.ii.121-22).

Even as he caused no contempt for LeBeau and Corin, Touchstone

creates no real contempt for Jaques, even though his ridicule

of Jaques is obvious. 4 0

Feste is a trifle more acerbic than Touchstone. His

main targets for ridicule are Malvolio and Sir Andrew Aguecheek,

both of whom are easy to hold in contempt, as Feste shows when

speaking to Sir Andrew of the catch to be sung: "'Hold thy

peace, thou knave,' knight? I shall be contrain'd in't to

call thee knave, knight" (TN II.iii.59-60). Sir Andrew aids

in making himself ridiculous by saying, "'Tis not the first

time I have constrained one to call me knave" (TN II.iii.61-62).

39 An, Essay on Comedy and the Comic Spirit, ed. Lane
Cooper (N-ew York: Charles Scribn-erT~Sons, 1918), p. 133.

40 Oscar J. Campbell, Shakespeare's Satire (London:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1943), p. 57.
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Sir Andrew is quite ridiculous on his own account, but

Malvolio is turned from his straight-laced, sober-minded self

into a creature of ridicule by the machinations of others., with

Feste among them. With the aid of Feste's wit, "the whirligig

of time brings in his revenges" (TN V.i.363-64).

Lavatch is considerably more vituperative than either

Touchstone or Feste; in fact, Glenys McMullen calls him the

"most coarse" of the fools. 41 Aside from his wit contests

with the Countess and Lafew, Lavatch's wit is generally directed

toward Parolles, and it is Parolles that he ridicules. Twice

he is "unimportantly rude"4 2 to Parolles, once advising him

to keep his mouth shut "for many a man's tongue shakes out

his master's undoing" (AWW II.iv.21-22), and again when he

tells him, "If your metaphor stink, I will stop my nose"

(AWW V.ii.11).

On both occasions, Lavatch takes Parolles' line and con-

tinues the thought but turns the meaning against Parolles.

This witty turnabout is also a device of Thersites when he

rails against Ajax. When Ajax demands to know the proclama-

tion, Thersites replies, "Thou art proclaim'd fool, I think"

(Tro. II.i.22).

4 1 "The Fool as Entertainer and Satirist, On Stage and in
the World,"Dalhousie Review,50 (Spring 1970-Winter 1971), 16.
McMullen does not consider Thersites a fool.

42 Nevill Coghill, "Wags, Clowns, and Jesters." More

Talking of Shakespeare, ed. John Garrett (New York: Theatre
Arts Books, 1959), p. 16.
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Despite Thersites' ability to turn Ajax's or Achilles'

own words against them, his major comic device is his invective.

No one in the Greek camp escapes his scurrilities. He addresses

Patroclus as "thou idle immaterial skein of sleave silk, thou

green sarcenet flap for a sore eye, thou tassel of a prodigal's

purse" (Tro. V.i.28-30). Agamemnon is "an honest fellow enough;

and one that loves quails, but he has not so much brain as

earwax" (Tro. V.i.49-50), and Menelaus is described by a seven

line cuckoldry joke (Tro. V.i.50-57).

Thersites' opinion of all the other Greeks of importance,

as well as of Troilus and Cressida (the only Trojans to come

under his imprecations), is delivered directly to the audience:

That dissembling abominable varlet, Diomed, has

got that same scurvy doting foolish young knave's sleeve

of Troy there in his helm. I would fain see them meet,
that that same young Troyan ass that loves the whore
there, might send that Greekish whoremasterly villain
with the sleeve back to the dissembling luxurious drab
of a sleeveless errand. 0' th' t'other side, the policy
of those crafty swearing rascals--that stale old mouse-

eaten dry cheese, Nestor, and that same dog-fox, Ulysses--
is not proved worth a blackberry. They set me up, in
policy, that mongrel cur Ajax against that dog of as bad
a kind, Achilles; and now is the cur Ajax prouder than

the cur Achilles and will not arm today; whereupon the
Grecians began to proclaim barbarism, and policy grows
into an ill opinion.

(Tro. V.iv.2-16)

Thersites does not even spare himself his vilification: "I

am a rascal, a scurvy railing knave, a very filthy rogue"
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(Tro. V.iv.27-8); "I am bastard begot, bastard instructed,

bastard in mind, bastard in valour, in everything

illegitimate" (Tro. V.vii.16-18).43

Thersites' vilification of himself and others is not as

comic, perhaps, as the gentle ridicule and bawdy puns of the

other fools. Nevertheless, his comments are noted to be

effective in producing laughter, the main function of

Shakespeare's fools.

As a provoker of laughter, the fool is an effective

device. A fool's general appearance on stage may have been

sufficient to generate a laugh, perhaps because he reminded

the audience of a fool in life or because his garb was out-

landish, or both. His antics and word play, whether bawdy

or not, are almost invariably laughter provoking. If they

do not cause a laugh, it is not from lack of effort; even

Lear's fool is trying to be comic whenever he appears on stage.

43Besides the self-ridicule, Thersites' ridicule is

comic due to its mechanical repetition. Mechanical repetition

as comedy is a device noted by Bergson (p. 29).



CHAPTER IV

THE CHORIC FUNCTION OF THE FOOL

Shakespeare's fools generally seem to stand apart from

the main action. In fact, their particular stance in relation

to the action is the most commonly discussed aspect of the

fools. As Gareth Evans puts it, "Their involvement . . . is

peripheral." 1 When they stand outside the action their

comments take on a special emphasis. The fools in this context

may be said to act as choric voices. This is a broad defini-

tion of "choric voice" and means only that the fool is somewhat

dissociated from the play and makes comments about the charac-

ters and action. The fool is not precisely comparable to the

Greek chorus but serves in some of its capacities.

As a choric voice, or critic,2 the fool may comment upon

the other characters or upon the action, either directly or

indirectly. A direct comment needs no explanation; the fool

merely says what he thinks. A kind of indirect comment occurs

when the fool is seen to act as a foil for another character.

A second kind of indirect comment occurs in the form of a

parody or mimicry of the main action.

l"Shakespeare's Fools: the Shadow and the Substance of the

Drama," in Shakespearian Comedy, ed. Malcolm Bradbury and

David Palmer, Stratford upon Avon Studies, No. 14 (New York:

Crane, Russak, 1972), p. 149.

2 Goldsmith, p. 28.

51
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Subsumed under the broad definition of "choric voice"

is the narrower function of "authorial voice." When a fool

acts as an authorial voice, he is directly or indirectly im-

parting to the audience the viewpoint Shakespeare expects them

to take on the action. Most frequently, Shakespeare uses the

fool as an authorial voice to show a realistic viewpoint in

the unreal context of a play. The realism of the fool's view-

point is best seen against the background of illusions, self-

deceit, or even ideals, cultivated by other characters.

One aspect of the choric voice which is little used by

Shakespeare in the person of his fools is the reporting of

action that has taken place offstage. Only Thersites reports

offstage action for the audience. It is through Thersites that

the audience learns that Cressida has transferred her loyalty

to Diomedes (Tro. V.i.92-93), and that Ulysses' strategy has

failed and both Ajax and Achilles are refusing to fight

(Tro. V.iv.8-16). His earlier description of Ajax's actions

upon being chosen to fight Hector (Tro. III.iii.250-63) is

also a kind of reportage but is mostly for comic effect and

conveys little information.

None of Shakespeare's other fools convey useful informa-

tion of offstage events directly to the audience. Lavatch

reports that Bertram has left his wife (AWW III.ii.32-43), but

the audience already knows this, having seen Bertram and

Parolles planning to leave and having heard the Countess read
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Bertram's letter. He also reports that Bertram and his

friends have arrived at Rossillion after the war

(AWW IV.v.82-94), but this report is delivered to the other

characters and is not strictly choric. Touchstone, Feste,

and Lear's fool do not report any prior action or offstage

action.

The most obvious choric function of the fool derives from

other characters. In this capacity the fool may speak

directly, acting as an expositor of character. The very

nature of the fool makes him effective as an expositor of

character, since he has behind him the tradition of credibility

and has presumably already endeared himself to the audience by

means of his comedy.

Only Shakespeare's more scurrilous fools perform this

function obviously. They tend to speak their minds bluntly

and at least at first tend to be listened to. Although his

credibility is in doubt, Thersites acts as one of the most

effective expositors of character. His entire first appear-

ance (Tro. II.i) is to expose the stupidity of Ajax, Achilles,

and Patroclus, although it is not yet certain that they are as

low and stupid as he says they are. In this scene, Thersites

appears as a character insulting other characters. Later, in

a more traditional choric function, he tells the audience

that Ajax and Achilles have "too much blood and too little

brain" (Tro. V.i.46). Of the other Greeks, Patroclus is a
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"diminutive of nature" (Tro. V.i.31-32), Agamemnon "has

not so much brain as earwax" (Tro. V.i.5O), and Diomedes is

"a false-hearted rogue, a most unjust knave" (Tro. V.i.85-86).

He has much more to say of Diomedes and also of Menelaus,

"the primitive statue and oblique memorial of cuckolds"

(Tro. V.i.52), which shows them to be much more contemptible

than Ulysses and Nestor.

No other fool is so blunt in his opinions of- other char-

acters, although Lavatch approaches it. He tells Parolles,

"You should have said, sir, 'Before a knave thwart a knave;'

that's 'before me thwart a knave.' This had been truth, sir"

(AWW II.iv.27-29). It is a more roundabout way to call

Parolles a knave than Thersites would have used, but is quite

effective.

Of Helena Lavatch says, "She was the sweet marjoram of

the sallet, or rather, the herb of grace" (AWW IV.v.14-15).

Even if Lavatch's opinion of Helena is not a major factor in

an audience's sympathy for her, it gives added weight to her

reputation; this is the same fool who said, "An we might have

a good woman born but for every blazing star, or at an earth-

quake, 'twould mend the lottery well. A man may draw his

heart out ere 'a pluck one" (AWW I.iii.78-81).

Generally, Shakespeare's fools are more subtle than

Thersites and Lavatch. Instead of being bluntly direct,

their method takes on indirection. They parody other
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characters, they are seen in a dramatic opposition to other

characters, or they engage in conversation with other char-

acters. In a sense, this is another way of saying that they

act as foils for other characters and hence provide an in-

direct choric function. By acting as foils in these three

ways, fools may make the other characters more or less

sympathetic in the eyes of the audience.

Touchstone is one of the most effective fools in this

indirect choric role. He is used as a foil for both Rosalind

and Celia. He stands somewhere between them in terms of his

wit and intelligent outlook on life. Rosalind can always have

the better word with him, even if not the last. Speaking of

Orlando's verses, which Rosalind found on a tree, Touchstone

says, "Truly the tree yields bad fruit." Rosalind answers

him, "I'll graff it with you, and then I shall graff it with

a medlar. Then it will be the earliest fruit i' th' country;

for you'll be rotten ere you be half ripe, and that's the

right virtue of the medlar" (AYL III.ii.110-14). Touchstone's

riposte, "You have said; but whether wisely or no, let the

forest judge" (AYL III.ii.115-16) does not better Rosalind's

line.

Celia, on the other hand, never beats Touchstone in a

contest of wit, but she thinks much as he does and echoes

him at one point.
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Touchstone: Thus men may grow wiser every day.
It is the first time that ever I
heard breaking of ribs was sport
for ladies.

Celia: Or I, I promise thee.

(AYL I.ii.121-23).

Touchstone also elevates Celia in the eyes of the audience,

even though he is absent, when she tells Rosalind, "He'll go

along o'er the wide world with me " (AYL I.iii.127).

Feste operates in much the same way as Touchstone, but

perhaps with greater finesse. When he first appears

(TN I.v), it is to engage in a wit contest with Maria. If the

audience likes Feste, they will probably like Maria also, for

besides making jokes of her own, she gives him beautiful

straight lines.

He acts as foil for Viola as well as for Maria. She

jokes with him, gives him money, and finally says of him,

"This fellow is wise enough to play the fool,/ and to do that

well craves a kind of wit" (TN III.i.57-58). One can see

Viola's innate wit and intelligence readily exhibited in her

conversation with Feste.

Olivia, too, shares with the other women and to her

credit in the kind of ambience that Feste creates. Olivia's

defense of him before Malvolio should raise her in the

audience's estimation even though she is at times a bit

fatuous herself. Conversely, Malvolio's dislike of Feste is

sufficient to lower his credit with a fool-loving Elizabethan
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audience even before Maria's letter causes him to make

himself ridiculous.

Lavatch operates differently from Touchstone and Feste.

The only time he becomes a direct foil is in relation to the

Countess of Rossillion. Not only does she show as good a wit

as he, but she is as benevolent toward him as she is toward

Helena. She encourages Helena to marry her son in spite of

the difference in social levels, and she sends her fool to

court to satisfy his desires so that he will not be forced

to marry an undesirable woman.3

Except for the incident just cited, this kind of in-

direct choric function is not much apparent in Lavatch. In

fact, Nevill Coghill says of him, "He builds no sympathy for

Helena, as Lear's fool does for Cordelia. He does little for

the old countess and nothing for Bertram. "4 Coghill's state-

ment is not quite true. Robert Goldsmith has pointed out

that Lavatch's rejection of Isbel is a parody of Bertram's

rejection of Helena.5 Moreover, if Lavatch seems inconstant

3It is obvious that the Countess is sending Lavatch to

the court for his own benefit. She has "not much employment"
for him, and he understands her "fruitfully" (AWW II.ii.60-61).
"Employment" and "fruitfully" carry sexual and reproductive

connotations, and Lavatch's "I am there before my legs"
(AWW II.ii.61) means that his erection will precede him
through the door.

4Garrett, p. 16.

5 Goldsmith, p. 59.
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in his talk with the Countess and in leaving his country

girl, the inconstancy serves to point up Helena's constancy

to Bertram.6  By only one action--forsaking his betrothed--

Lavatch has stood as foil for two characters, simultaneously

making Bertram look bad and Helena look good.

In a manner both more effective and more direct, Lear's

fool acts as foil for Lear and Kent. The accepted mental

deficiency of Lear,which is widely noted,7 prefigures Lear's

approaching madness, and the fool's ability to see and under-

stand what Lear cannot see points up the failures in Lear's

understanding.

For the fool to be an effective foil, he must be recog-

nized as a variant of an Erasmian wise fool, one who is

morally right in spite of, or because of, his mental obtuse-

ness. Lear's fool is readily accepted in this role. The

audience already knows that he is correct in his adverse

opinion of Goneril and Regan, because they have seen and

heard the daughters before the fool ever comes on the stage.

The audience has also seen Cordelia, and knows that the fool

is right to love her as he does.

6John F. Adams, "All's Well That Ends Well: The Paradox
of Procreation," Shakespeare Quarterly, 12 (1961), 262.

7Coleridge, for example, called the fool "an inspired
idiot." Shakespearean Criticism, ed. Thomas Middleton Raysor
(New York: Dutton, 1960), 1,56.
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The audience has seen the Earl of Kent as well, and the

fool is used as a foil for him. The situation is different,

however, with Kent than with Lear. The parallel loyalties of

Kent and the fool are what are important. The Erasmian wise

fool is loyal to Lear, and so is the sane Kent, who is called

"fool" by the fool (Lr. II.iv.83) and who admits to "having

more man than wit about me" (Lr. II.iv.41). Thus it is that

Kent is a fool. He, like Lear's natural fool, is himself

a kind of Erasmian wise fool. His own folly and his unswerv-

ing loyalty make Kent a very sympathetic character, sharing

in the audience's sympathy for the fool.

As we have seen, Thersites' role is usually more directly

choric. He rarely functions as an indirect foil such as

those just discussed. Nonetheless, there are some exceptions.

He provides a means for raising Hector's already high charac-

ter when Hector refuses to kill him (Tro. V.iv.29). He may

also have some effect on the character of Ulysses since they

are explicitly compared by Agamemnon (Tro. I.iii.70-74).

Thersites and Ulysses, according to Agamemnon, are opposites,

Ulysses being wise and Thersites being foolish. The connec-

tion must be made through Agamemnon's speech because other-

wise one may not notice that Thersites' and Ulysses' opinions

are frequently alike, though couched in different language.
8

8Robert C. Slack, "The Realms of Gold and the Dark
Comedies," in "Starre of Poets," Carnegie Series in English,
No. 10 (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1966),
p. 64.
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Their opinions of Cressida will serve as an example.

Ulysses says: I

Fie, fie upon her!
There's language in her eye, her cheek, her lip;
Nay, her foot speaks. Her wanton spirits look out
At every joint and motive of her body.
0, these encounterers so glib of tongue,
That give accosting welcome ere it comes
And wide unclasp the tables of their thoughts
To every ticklish reader--set them down
For sluttish spoils of opportunity
And daughters of the game!

(Tro. IV.v.54-63).

Thersites calls her simply "whore" and "the dissembling

luxurious drab" (Tro. V.iv.7). Both are right; their

opinions reinforce one another. Each is accepted as a shrewd

judge of character.

Perhaps a more traditional function than as expositor

of character is the fool';s capacity as a choric commentator

on the action. The fools' commentary is called a "dramatized

commentary" by C. L. Barber.9 The fools may make verbal

comment or comment indirectly by their actions. The most

obvious kind of commentary is that of Thersites when he

observes, along with Troilus and Ulysses, the meeting of

Diomedes and Cressida (Tro. V.ii), or reports on the fighting

(Tro. V.iv. and V.vii). Thersites expresses his opinion of

the conversation between Diomedes and Cressida in the bleak-

est terms he can imagine. He says, "Roguery!" (Tro. V.ii.19)

9Barber, p. 13.
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and "Fry, lechery, fry!" (Tro. V.ii.56), so that the

audience may see plainly that the relationship between them

is despicable. He also directs comments against Troilus

such as, "will 'a swagger himself out on's own eyes?"

(Tro. V.ii.134) to lessen any audience sympathy with Troilus.

Thersites' stance between the audience and the fight of

Troilus and Diomedes (Tro. V.iv) keeps the audience aware

that this is really no more than a bar-room brawl over a

whore. Thersites carries the idea of a brawl over a woman

on to his remarks about the fight between Paris and Menelaus

(Tro. V.vii), who are the cause of the war itself. "The

cuckold and the cuckold-maker are at it," says Thersites

(Tro. V.vii.9), and the entire war is reduced to the absurdity

of a bull-baiting by Thersites' encouraging the fighters.

All the other fools make comments on the action similar

to those of Thersites, but none are as extensive as his.

Only those of Lear's fool are as pertinent to the thematic

matter of the play as a whole. Of course, the fool's many

means of calling Lear a fool are relevant to the play; Lear's

own folly was the cause of all the trouble. The fool in

addition comments on what is happening on stage, as in his

metaphorical advice to Kent, followed by, "I would have none

but knaves follow it, since a fool gives it" (Lr. II.iv.72-73).

This comment indicates that Lear is at odds with his daughters
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and that anyone who follows Lear will be beaten down along

with him.

Lavatch is not very effective as an editorialist on the

action. He makes a comment concerning Bertram's velvet

covered cheek. Lafew believes the velvet to cover a scar

gotten in the war, "a good liv'ry of honour" (AWW IV.v.87-88).

Lavatch draws no distinction between a scar of honor and a

scar resulting from the removal of a chancre.10 This casts

a shadow on any honor that might come to Bertram for running

away to the war. His rejection of Isbel as a parody of

Bertram's rejection of Helena is, of course, an adverse

comment on the action as well as on the characters.

Touchstone makes little editorial comment beyond exposing

the "lack of true honor and wisdom" at Duke Fredrick's

court with his story about the knight who swore by his honor

when he had none, and finishing with, "The more pity that

fools may not speak wisely what wise men do foolishly"

(AYL I.ii.78-79).

The rest of Touchstone's commentary is implied by his

actions. His romance with Audrey is a parody of, and there-

fore a comment upon, the loves of Rosalind and Orlando as

1 0 Ribner observes that Lavatch was referring to the
surgical removal of a chancre in a note to AWW IV.v.89.

1 1 John Russell Brown, Shakespeare and His Comedies
(London: Methuen, 1957), p. 143.
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well as Silvius and Phebe. His carryings on, reported by

Jaques, generally serve as adverse comment on Jaques himself,

particularly on his melancholy manners and cynicism. By

making fun of Jaques, Touchstone comments upon the idea that

"'tis good to be sad and say nothing" (AYL IV.i.8).

There is no one in Twelfth Night who is sad and says

nothing. There is pretense, to be sure. Olivia pretends to

be sad for her dead brother. Orsino pretends to be sad for

love of Olivia. Malvolio, the closest approximation to any-

one's being sad and saying nothing, pretends that he, a

steward, has a chance to marry Olivia, who is a countess.

Sir Toby and Sir Andrew pretend that they can go on with their

revelry forever, and Sir Andrew moreover pretends to be a

courtier.

Feste's commentary becomes important in relation to the

folly and pretense around him. He proves Olivia a fool

(TN I.v.59-64) and sings a song for Orsino, followed by the

information that Orsino is inconstant (TN II.iv.50-76). His

comic attack on Malvolio is part of the exposure of that

particular type of folly, and although Feste is not the major

cause of Malvolio's discomfiture, he adds to it considerably.

Feste's commentary on the action of the play as a whole

rests on his intelligent, artificial folly being seen in

contrast with the folly of other characters. He provides an
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ideal of intelligence which will be. matched by all the others

except Malvolio and Sir Andrew, and his folly is almost

always an attempted corrective.

The attempt at correction indicates, besides a position

to be corrected, some ideal position to be attained. The

presenting of this position is a part of the fool's function,

and the position presented is a realistic view of the world

as it is revealed in the play.

As noted near the beginning of this chapter, one of the

most effective ways the authorial voice can make itself heard

through the fool is for the playwright to cast the fool as a

realist operating in contrast to the illusion and self-deceit

of others. Feste is unusual among the fools in that his

presentation of reality is to keep before the audience and

impress on the other characters the effects of the passage

of time. Anne Barton says of him, "he has kept us continually

aware of the realities of death and time . . . time is

remorseless and strictly counted . . . its chief spokesman

has been Feste."1 2 Feste is the only person in Illyria who

has a real knowledge of time. Viola, who says, "0 Time, thou

must untangle this, not I" (TN II.ii.38) at least knows that

time passes, but she can only passively trust in it. Feste

12"As'You Like It and Twelfth Night: Shakespeare's
Sense of an7iEnding" in Bradbury~, ~hakespearian Comedy, p. 177.
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knows what it will do. Viola indulges in a common poetic

conceit when she tells Olivia, "Lady, you are the cruelest

she alive/ If you will lead these graces to the grave,/ and

leave the world no copy" (TN I.v.220-22). Feste, by contrast,

uses a more ephemeral but more realistic metaphor. Mixed in

among his fooling, he says, "As there is no true cuckold but

calamity, so beauty's a flower. The lady bade take away the

fool; therefore, I say again, take her away" (TN I.v.44-47).

He is referring to Olivia's foolishness in intending not to

show her face for seven years, a period of time long enough

to damage her beauty.

Feste thinks of time quite a bit; he uses time refer-

ences even when they mean little, such as, "These wise men

that give fools money get themselves a good report--after

fourteen years' purchase" (TN IV.i.18-20). It is unusual for

Feste to mention time without its having some relation to

the play, however. His song, "1O Mistress Mine" (TN II.iii.35-48),

is sung for Sir Toby and Sir Andrew, but seems to have a

direct reference to Olivia. John Hollander has pointed out

the reference to aging in the last two lines, saying, ""Sweet

and twenty' is the contemporaneous equivalent of 'sweet and

thirty. '"13

13"Twelfth Night and the Morality of Indulgence,"

The Sewanee Review, 67 (1959), 233.
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Sir Toby, a major target of Feste's corrective action,

does not understand him at first; he sings, "'But I will never

die,'" and Feste rhymes it with, "Sir Toby, there you lie"

(TN II.iii.96-97). Feste eventually convinces Sir Toby that

he cannot revel forever, with help from Sebastian and a

drunken doctor. After Sebastian has hurt him in a fight,

he enters, supported by Feste, and asks for the doctor.

To. Sot, didst see Dick Surgeon, sot?
Clown. 0, he's drunk, Sir Toby, an hour agone.

His eyes were set at eight i' th' morning.
To. Then he's a rogue and a passy

measures pavin. I hate a drunken rogue.

(TN V.i.190-94).

Even though time itself has not given Sir Toby his injury,

Feste uses a time metaphor to bring about his realization that

he cannot stay drunk forever.

Feste may attempt the same cure for Orsino in the song

about death (TN II.iv.50-65), but it only prompts Orsino to

send Viola back with his suit to Olivia. In spite of his

failure to convince anyone up to that point, Feste delivers a

line applicable to both Olivia and Orsino, as well as to the

revelers. "Pleasure will be paid one time or another"

(TN II.iv.69) can apply to the pleasure that Olivia and

Orsino take in their poses of love and grief as well as to

the pleasure of the revels.

That Feste is aware of the value of time is evident on

one other occasion. As "the whirligig of time brings in his
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revenges" (TN V.i.363-64), it becomes apparent that Feste

has left Malvolio in the dark room longer than was absolutely

necessary. He lets the audience know that he is late with

Malovolio's letter when he excuses himself to Olivia. "I

should have givn't you to-day morning. But as a madman's

epistles are no gospels, so it skills not much when they

are delivered" (TN V.i.277-79).

When Twelfth Night ends with Feste's song about the life

of a man, time has untangled the knot referred to by Viola.

The right husbands have been found for Olivia, Viola, and

Maria. Orsino's misdirected love has been redirected toward

the right woman, and Sir Toby has been made a worthwhile

husband. Time has also aided Feste in his revenge on

Malvolio, but Feste is the only one who has consciously

turned time to his own advantage.

It is evident that Feste, in his attempts at the correc-

tion of others' folly, is presenting a view of reality to the

other characters and to the audience. In fact, Ralph Berry

called him "the reality figure, and the mediator of reality"

whose "view of the principals . . . is totally without

illusion." 1 4  Other characters, or even the audience, may have

illusions but Feste does not.

1 4 Shakespeare's Comedies (Princeton: Princeton Univ.
Press, 1972), pp. 201-02.
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The reality presented by Feste is the reality of time,

opposed to the illusions of those who are unaware of its

effects. Other fools present views of reality as well,

though none of them shows the same insight into the problems

that time presents. Other fools are employed at times to

juxtapose a blunt reality to the impractical and deceptive

idealism of some of their counterparts. Nowhere is this

more apparent than when bawdy language and situation are

employed to present "a realist view of affairs,"1 5 with the

kind of "affairs" changing from play to play.

This device is particularly noteworthy in As You Like It,

and a major employer of bawdy as a counterweight to a fatuous

idealism is Touchstone. His function, in part, in a comedy

of love is to present the physical aspect of love, as opposed

to the etherealities of some of the other characters. The

purely sexual side of love is balanced by the overly spiritual,

exhibited by Silvius and Phebe. They maintain the Petrarchan

poetic conventions in their romance. The ideal of love is

delivered by Silvius:

It is to be all made of sighs and tears . . .
It is to be all made of faith and service . . .
It is to be all made of fantasy,
All made of passion, and all made of wishes,
All adoration, duty, and observance,
All humbleness, all patience, and impatience,
All purity, all trial, all observance;
And so am I for Phebe.

(AYL V.ii.79-94).

Colman, p. 94.
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Phebe plays her part in the game, too. When Silvius -declares

his love, she scorns him.

Sil. 0 Dear Phebe,
If ever (as that ever may be near)
You meet in some fresh cheek the power of fancy,
Then shall you know the wounds invisible
That love's keen arrows make.

Phe. But till that time
Come not thou near ne; and when that time comes,

Afflict me with thy mocks, pity me not,
As till that time I shall not pity thee.

(AYL III.v.27-34).

Having scorned Silvius according to the fashion, Phebe falls

in love with Rosalind, who is dressed in male attire, and is

scorned in her turn.

In contrast to these sometimes misdirected love affairs,

one sees Touchstone and Audrey, whose love is entirely

physical, though chaste. Touchstone may have tried to woo

Audrey in the poetic manner; he has at least written verses

for her. Audrey does not understand his poetry and is unable

to second his good wit with "the forward child, understanding"

(AYL III.iii.10-11). Despite this, or perhaps because of it,

she has accepted him before she ever appears on the stage.

Just as Audrey is the antithesis to Phebe, Touchstone is

set opposite Silvius. Silvius whines and complains about

being in love and can speak a multitude of flowery verses

about his love, but he seems not to know why he would marry,

or even why he is in love. Touchstone knows; as he tells

Audrey, "we must be married, or we must live in bawdry"

(AYL III.iii.80).
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Finally, when Touchstone comes to be married, he

reduces all the lovers, who have been matched appropriately

by Rosalind, to "country copulatives" (AYL V.iv.53). After

all, that is the reason they all marry.

Besides presenting reality in love, Touchstone presents

a more realistic view of the pastoral ideal. Immediately upon

his arrival in the forest of Arden, he says, "when I was at home,

I was in a better place" (AYL II.iv.12-13). He delivers his

opinion in answer to Corin's question about what he thinks

of his shepherd's life.

Truly, Shepherd, in respect of itself, it is
a good life; but in respect that it is a
shepherd's life, it is naught. In respect
that it is solitary, I like it very well,
but in respect that it is private, it is a very
vile life. Now in respect that it is in the
fields, it pleaseth me well, but in respect
it is not in the court, it is tedious. As
it is a spare life, look you, it fits my
humour well; but as there is no more plenty
in it, it goes much against my stomach."

(AYL III.ii.13-20).

Touchstone is reminding the audience that most creature com-

forts are absent in the country and available in town.

These are worth keeping in mind lest the pastoral ideal should

convince someone to do something really foolish. Touchstone

cannot completely negate the goodness of country life,

however; Shakespeare gives Corin a speech that reflects its

simple appeal.
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Sir, I am a true labourer; I earn that
I eat, get that I wear; owe no man hate,
envy no man's happiness; glad of other
men's good, content with my harm; and the
greatest of my pride is to see my ewes graze
and my lambs suck.

(AYL III.ii.67-71).

Touchstone is not entirely successful in damaging either the

love ideal or the pastoral ideal. He shows the sexual aspect

of love and the less desirable features of a shepherd's life,

16
but he and Audrey cannot make Rosalind and Orlando ridiculous,

nor can his jokes destroy Corin's homely, honest philosophy.

Thersites, like Touchstone, acts as a criterion for

reality, in opposition to ideal and illusion. Unlike

Touchstone, his job is to make everything look as bad as

possible, whereas Touchstone glosses over a possibly ugly idea

with pretty words, Thersites blackens a possibly attractive

idea with ugly words. Thersites is not a well-liked char-

acter, but he cannot be ignored. Coleridge expressed this

view, saying that he is "a mule, quarrelsome by the original

discord of its nature, a slave by tenure of his own baseness,

16The "golden mean" and true ideal of love is that of
Rosalind, whose love is balanced between the idealistic love
of Silvius and Phebe and the more earthy love of Touchstone
and Audrey. This balancing was noted by Richard L. Levin in
The Multiple Plot in English Renaissance Drama (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1971), p. 102. Rosalind's posi-
tion is seen by Colman as "level-headed realism" (p. 108).
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made to bray and be brayed, to despise and be despicable.

but say what you will, he is a devilish clever fellow."17

Thersites has received many appellations concerning his

role in the play. Although the words may change, the summa-

tion of W. W. Lawrence is adequate to convey a consensus.

He says, "Thersites has been called the Fool, or the Clown,

or the Chorus; or the mouthpiece of Shakespeare's personal

disillusion or of his scorn for contemporary figures, here

masked as warriors." 1 8 Thus it is that anyone who makes his

way through the criticism of Troilus and Cressida finds

himself confronted with a despicable character that he does

not know whether or not to believe. He should probably be

believed. His words are the bleakest pejoratives, to be

sure, but the theme is war. It is not even a worthwhile war;

it is a whorehouse brawl, a "war for a placket" (Tro. II.iii.

18-19). Thersites sums up the war when he says,"all the

argument is a whore and a cuckold--a good quarrel to draw

emulous factions and bleed to death upon" (Tro. II.iii.66-68).

Thersites has less to do with the love story of Troilus

and Cressida than with the war story. In those portions of

the play, his function in keeping the audience aware that

1 7 Coleridge, I, 100.

18"Troilus, Cressida, and Thersites," Modern Language
Review, 37 (Jan.-Oct. 1942), 432.
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the stage action is contemptible is taken by Pandarus,1 9

whose oily good nature and false joviality are enough to turn

almost anyone against sex. Thersites is injected into the

love story when he watches, along with Troilus and Ulysses,

the meeting between Cressida and Diomedes (Tro. V.ii.). Here,

Troilus' disillusioned comments, high-flown as they are,

cannot give dignity to the idea of love when set against

Cressida's coquettishness and Thersites' snarling "Fry,

lechery, fry!" (Tro. V.ii.56). Troilus may rave about the

stain on motherhood, beauty's soul, and the rule of unity

(Tro. V.ii.128, 136, 139), but the scene closes with Thersites'

"Lechery, lechery! Still wars and lechery! Nothing else

holds fashion. A burning devil take them!" (Tro. V.ii.192-194).

Standing somewhere between Touchstone and Thersites in

his view of sexuality and the world is Lavatch, the fool of

All's Well That Ends Well. Like Touchstone, Lavatch wants

to get married, and like Touchstone, his reasons are physical.

However, the language he employs is closer to that of Thersites.

Lavatch does not gloss over his sexuality; contrast Touchstone's

statement, "As the ox hath his bow, sir, the horse his curb,

and the falcon her bells, so man hath his desires; and as

pigeons bill, so wedlock would be nibbling (AYL III.iii.65-67),

19 0. J. Campbell, Comicall Satyre and Shakespeare's

"Troilus and Cressida" (San Marino: Adcraft, 1938), pp. 217-18.
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with Lavatch's reasoning: "My poor body, madam, requires it.

I am driven on by the flesh; and he must needs go that the

devil drives" (AWW I.iii.25-26). Lavatch seems to be of the

opinion that sex is a device of the devil, and that "one

escapes the devil's service by not turning sex to idle uses."20

Lavatch is really only a reinforcer of reality. The

major figure of the realistic view is Helena, who presents

both the ideal and the real view of sexuality. Both Helena

and Lavatch know that sex is for procreation.21 They are not

like Bertram, the "rash and unbridled boy" (AWW III.ii.27),

who stands condemned by all the other characters in the play

for his lack of moral standards and his lack of common sense

in rejecting Helena.

Lear's fool, while he is a real figure, is not presented

as a touchstone for reality in the same way as the other

fools. He is not particularly outside the action. Things

happen to him. His role in the action of King Lear is more

integral than that of the fools in other plays. Touchstone,

Feste, Thersites, and Lavatch show the audience a view of

reality in an unreal context. Lear's fool presents reality

not to the audience, who can see it, but to Lear, who cannot.

The fool is thus more of a realistic character than a device

to evoke realism.2 2

20Adams, p. 267. 21Adams, p. 267

2 2 Hotson, p. 100.
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Lear's fool is, in fact, more of a presenter of the

ideal than of the real. In this rendering of the Erasmian

wise fool, who does right because he cannot follow reason

and let go his hold "when a great wheel runs down a hill"

(Lr. II.iv.69), he gives an ideal of personal conduct.

Though he is widely admired for this ideal of personal

conduct, Lear's fool also presents an occasional view of

reality. John F. Danby notes that the fool presents reality

as well as ideals; the reality consists of the difficulty in

choosing what is right. The fool can show the personal ideal,

but, according to Danby, "we are tempted to think of the fool

as being on the side of some social Utopia, until we see

handy-dandy applied to this, too." Danby is referring to the

fool's prophecy (Lr. III.ii.81-94), and he concludes, "There

is little hope of enlisting the fool as a social reformer.,,23

The reality presented by Lear's fool is the ambiguity of the

normal world and is almost completely contained in his

prophecy.

Whether the fool is to be believed or not, and whether

he presents the author's views, are sometimes in question.

If the fool is to be effective as a chorus, in any of its

manifestations, he must be believed, even though his views

and words are as black as those of Thersites. The actions of

the fools must be seen in the context of the play, and as

long as they are seen to be in relation to their play, they

2 3 Shakespeare's Doctrine of Nature (London: Faber and
Faber, 1949), p. 107.
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are credible characters. Their words may be believed by

the audience whether they are reflecting other characters

as Thersites does, presenting a view of reality as Feste

does, presenting an ideal as Lear's fool does, or keeping

an ideal on the ground as Touchstone does. There is no

need to extrapolate the fool's comments as an authorial

voice beyond the play.



CHAPTER V

THE FOOL AS DEVELOPED CHARACTER

As the earlier chapters in this study have demonstrated,

the fool serves as an effective dramatic device in several

ways. It should be remembered, however, that the fool in

Shakespeare is a character in a play. None of Shakespeare's

fools is as far removed from the action as, for instance,

Will Somers in Thomas Nashe's Summer's Last Will and

Testament.1 Nashe brings Will on stage at the first of the

play as though he were an actor hastily donning his fool's

coat. After explaining his disarray, he tells the audience,

I, a foole by nature, and by arte, do speak to you in

the person of the Idiot our Playmaker" (11.20-22). After he

has spoken the prologue, he further informs the audience,

"Ile sit as a Chorus, and flowte the Actors and him [the

author] at the end of every Sceane" (11.91-92).

Will does sit as a chorus, speaking directly to the

audience and being noticed only once by the other actors

(11.1051-1115). He speaks to another actor only once

1 The Works of Thomas Nashe, ed. Ronald B. McKerrow,
rpt. e7F. P. Wilson (Oxford Basil Blackwell, 1958),
III, 227-295.

77
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(11.1060-1062), but he has much to say to the audience

about the actors' abilities and the characters' speeches.

As the preceding chapter indicates, none of Shakespeare's

fools are choric to this extent. They all exhibit a greater

or lesser degree of interaction with other characters and to

some degree become involved in the action on stage. In turn,

the action exerts an influence upon the fools, causing them

to react. The fact that the fool operates as a developed

character makes him effective as a chorus and makes him

useful in other ways as well.

The fool as a character may act as a foil to other char-

acters, as this study has already shown. He may function as

a major character in his own subplot, or he may appear as a

supporting character in several plots, helping by character

interaction to unify the play.

The most fully developed example of the fool as a char-

acter is Lear's fool. He is almost always regarded as a con-

vincing character operating as an integral element in the

plot. Enid Welsford says, for example, that he is

"sufficiently life-like to be tragically convincing."2

Lear's fool is, indeed, convincing. In fact, he is so con-

vincing that he becomes more of a character than a device,

even though he serves the same dramatic purposes as the other

fools. He is affected by the events of the play far more

2 Welsford, p. 253.
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than the other fools are affected by the events in their

plays. One can hardly imagine Touchstone, Feste, or Lavatch

pining away for his mistress as Lear's fool does for Cordelia

(Lr. I.iv.69-70). Lear's fool becomes frightened when he

stumbles upon Edgar in the hovel (Lr. III.iv.38-41), and no

other fool is ever really frightened. Even Thersites is not

truly frightened when Hector attacks him because he knows

that he can talk his way out of the situation (Tro. V.iv.25-34).

As has already been noted, Lear's fool, like the other

fools, fulfills some of the more obvious functions of the

fool; for instance, he is an effective provoker of laughter,

and, when the occasion warrants, he can serve effectively as

a choric voice. However, his comedy is different than most

fools' comedy. He is trying to make Lear laugh, rather than

the audience. Whenever the fool appears in King Lear, he is

attempting to be comic. Even in the storm scenes, for

instance, he tells jokes, but in the storm scenes, as well

as in others, no one laughs. It is a part of the fool's

personality to make jokes, but his jokes are bitter, and the

context of the drama frequently keeps the laughter down.

In the broad definitions of this paper, all the fools

act as choric voices, but other fools, unlike Lear's, are

disinterested parties, on whom the main thread of the drama

has little or no effect. Their comments are made from a

detached position, which is almost the position of the
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audience. This is not true of Lear's fool; he is a major

supporting character in the main plot. He is thrown out of

Albany's and Gloucester's castles along with Lear, and he

walks out on the heath with Lear during the storm. The

comments he makes are not those of a disinterested observer

but those of a character who has a personal interest in

what happens during the course of the play. Enid Welsford

notes this, saying, "his tactless jokes and snatches of

song spring from genuine grief." 3

Unlike the others, Lear's fool is a character in a

tragedy. He is seen no more after he "goes to bed at noon"

(Lr. III.vi.82) and his absence says much in itself. The

fool that followed his master through the storm scenes should

follow him still, but he is not present toward the end.

Lear's line, "He's dead and rotten" (Lr. V.iii.285) refers to

the Earl of Kent, who is not dead but present on the stage.

"My poor fool is hanged!" (Lr. V.iii.305) refers to Cordelia,

who has indeed been hanged. If the fool, "in the King's

mind, becomes one with Cordelia," as William Elton says,4

then Kent also can become identified with the fool in Lear's

mind. It can be argued that the fool has met his own tragic

end.

3Welsford, p. 254.

4 "King Lear" and the Gods (San Marino: Huntington
Library, 1966), p. 324.
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No other fool is so involved in the plot interaction as

to meet a pathetic death somewhere in the middle of the play.

It is generally not felt necessary to "dispose" of them at

all. Nonetheless, since all of Shakespeare's fools are

integrated into their respective plots, as Lear's fool is,

they must be involved in the interaction in a somewhat dif-

ferent manner than Lear's fool. One expects a fool to be a

character more pertinent to a comic subplot than to tragedy,

and indeed three of them are. Those three are Touchstone,

Thersites, and Lavatch. They are quite different from each

other, and their plots are quite different. Indeed, they

have little in common except that they share some of the

same functions in comedy.

If one assigns the term "plot" only to action which

culminates in a marriage (in comedy only) as John W. Draper

does,5 then Touchstone is the only one of Shakespeare's

fools who operates in his own minor plot. Touchstone gets

married at the end, just as do Silvius and Phebe in the other

minor plot and Rosalind and Orlando in the main plot. The

plot of Touchstone and Audrey is comic, of course, but the

incidents in it should not be dismissed as "comedy interludes,

which bear no relation to the main thread of the story," as

Cumberland Clark dismisses them.6

5The "Twelfth Night" of Shakespeare's Audience (Stanford:
Stanford Univ. Press, 1950K~ pp. 213-232.

AStudy of "As You Like It" (London: Golden Vista, 1931),
p. 67.
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As a character in the subplot, Touchstone woos Audrey

with word and deed (AYL III.iii.9-10), and prepares to marry

her promptly. He is persuaded, however, to wait for a better

priest than Sir Oliver Martext (AYL III.iii.79). He and

Audrey wander about and encounter Audrey's former wooer, who

is frightened away by Touchstone's threatening hyperbole

(AYL V.i). Next they meet two of Duke Senior's page boys,

who sing a song (AYL V.iii) and finally they appear with all

the other "country copulatives" to be married (AYL V.iv).

Touchstone's subplot is very simple, with no reversals,

surprises, or complications. There is no interaction with

the other major characters until the last scene, when

everyone is present. Early in the play, Touchstone is in

continuous interaction with Rosalind, Celia, and Corin. In

his own subplot, he acts largely independently once he begins

to woo Audrey, with only a tenuous connection to the rest of

the story through Jaques in Act III, scene iii.

Small though it is, Touchstone has a complete plot,

which is a true plot by most definitions. Draper- to the

contrary notwithstanding, there is no real necessity that a

comic subplot end in marriage. Thersites is a good case in

point. Thersites acts in a comic subplot in Troilus and

Cressida, though it may only be the "half-plot" of one of

,7
Richard Levin's "'two-and-one-half plot' plays." Thersites,

7 Levin, p. 55.
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unlike Touchstone, is carefully introduced by Shakespeare.

Agamemnon speaks of him (Tro. I.iii.73-74) and Nestor comments

on him (Tro. I.iii.192-196) before he ever appears on stage.

When he does appear (Tro. II.i.1), it is to participate in

a low comedy scene with Ajax, Achilles, and Patroclus.

Thersites' next scene (Tro. II.iii) is also for the most part

low comedy, and when the other Greeks take over the action,

the war story takes over, and the comic subplot has not yet

become a part of the main action.

The comic elements (except Thersites) are gradually

drawn into the main part of the action beginning with the

scorning of Achilles by the Greek leaders (Tro. III.iii.38ff),

and the comic subplot becomes less distinct. Later in the

same scene (Tro. III.iii), Thersites appears and from line

241 to the end of the scene the comic subplot has taken over

the stage. At this point, the subplot can still be seen as

distinct from the war story.

The first scene of Act V is low comedy through line 34.

The change is not sudden; the comic subplot is still in evi-

dence in this scene, and Thersites can still be seen as a

character in a play when he promises to follow Diomedes

(Tro. V.i.91-92). When Thersites appears again (Tro. V.ii.10)

he functions strictly as a chorus and the other comic char-

acters have become part of the main action. Thersites

remains a chorus, not interacting with the other characters,
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until Hector brings him back into reality as a character by

challenging him (Tro. V.iv.25-26). During Thersites' last

appearance (Tro. V.vii), he is both chorus and character.

He comes on stage serving as choric voice, commenting on the

fight between Paris and Menelaus. He leaves speaking to

Margarelon just as he had spoken to Hector. The speech he

makes to Margarelon is a choric comment upon the action in

its entirety: "If the son of a whore fight for a whore, he

tempts judgment" (Tro. V.vii.20-21).

The third and last fool to function as a developed char-

acter in a subplot is Lavatch. He is unusual in being the

only character in the clown subplot, which reduced to its

most fundamental elements is as follows. Lavatch asks the

Countess' permission to marry Isbel (AWW I.iii.15-16) and

instead is sent on an errand to the French king's court

(AWW II.ii). While he is at the court, he associates with

court ladies, or more probably, court scullery maids, and

then he returns to Rossillion (AWW III.ii). He delivers the

denouement himself: "I have no mind to Isbel since I was at

court. Our old ling and our Isbels o' th' country are

nothing like your old ling and your Isbels o' th' court.

The brains of my Cupid's knocked out, and I begin to love,

as an old man loves money, with no stomach" (AWW III.ii.11-15).

The other characters in this plot are Isbel and the girls

around the court. None of them is brought 6n stage; the
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characters that are seen with Lavatch have all stepped out

of their own plots in order to interact with him. The

Countess, who has the most dialogue with Lavatch, is a major

supporting character in the main plot (the marriage of

Bertram and Helena). Lafew belongs primarily to the plot of

the unmasking of Parolles, and the only other characters who

interact with Lavatch are Helena and Parolles.

As the examples above have shown, the comic subplot of

a stage fool provides a greater or lesser amount of action,

ranging from the rather fully developed subplot of Touchstone

and Audrey to the almost totally implied plot of Lavatch and

Isbel. The comic subplot involving the fool need not even

be brought to completion, as witness the case of Thersites,

Ajax, Achilles, and Patroclus. This comic plot is not

completed because all the characters except Thersites become

integrated into the war story before any resolution of their

action is achieved.

Although Lear's fool, Touchstone, and Lavatch have a

resolution of action making their plots discernible and

Thersites does not, his plot is still evident. Shakespeare's

other fool, Feste, has neither a resolution nor a plot of his

own. He remains the same from the first of the play to the

last and he belongs only to the play as a whole. Hence, of

all Shakespeare's fools, Feste is the only one who cannot be

regarded as a developed character functioning in his own

subplot.
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Twelfth Night is a more difficult play to break down

into constituent parts than any of the other plays under con-

sideration here. There is a very complex plot that revolves

around Olivia and ends in two marriages. There is another

plot around Malvolio ending with a marriage and the deserved

discomfiture of Malvolio. Feste is a part of all this, and

though he is seen more often than not with the revelers and

Malvolio, he contributes as little to the direct action

there as he does to the other main plot line.

In spite of the absence of his own subplot, Feste is

very much a functional character. He performs his household

duties, which are to jest and sing. Whenever he is out of

Olivia's house, he continues to jest and sing, and he

receives pecuniary rewards both in and out of the house.

He is employed also as traditional nuncius and go-between,

displacing other characters who might perform these functions.

All in all, Feste's character is that of a witty,artificial

fool who earns his living by his foolery.

As the wittyartificial fool, Feste interacts with

almost all the other characters in the play. He first

appears on stage jesting with Maria (TN I.v), then with

Olivia and Malvolio (TN I.v). He appears again with the

revelers (TN II.iii) and a little later at Orsino's palace

(TN II.iv). He also appears with Viola, Sebastian, and

Fabian at different times. He is very nearly ubiquitous,
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cropping up here and there in no particularly logical pattern

to interact as it suits Shakespeare with all the major

characters. Interaction with others as a witty, artificial

fool makes Feste a convincing character.

The examples of Feste and the other fools cited in this

chapter demonstrate that Shakespeare was not content merely

to present his stage fools in the traditional one dimensional

guise, relying in so doing on the expected stock responses

from his audience. Instead, as these examples show, he

chose to one degree or another to carefully integrate them

into his plot materials and to provide frequent means of the

interaction with other characters. Indeed, at times, as with

Touchstone, he made the fool the center of his own clearly

delineated subplot. In the context of his own subplot and

as he interacts with other characters, Shakespeare's fool

often becomes a convincing developed character with whom the

audience can become involved and about whom the audience cares.

In giving these added dimensions to the stage fool, Shakespeare

also gives added thematic and dramaturgical dimension to the

whole play.



CHAPTER VI

THE FOOL AS A STRUCTURAL DEVICE

Another important dramatic function of the fool in

Shakespeare is sometimes difficult to discern, that is, the

fool as a structural device. The difficulty arises because

this function is closely related to, or even dependent on,

other functions of the fool, and also because the fool often

shares these functions with other characters. The most

important of these structual functions occur when the fool

is employed as a unifying device to help pull together the

several plots of the play , when the fool is used to indicate

the passage of time, and when the fool is employed to cover

entrances and exits. Any character on stage can be made to

perform these duties; fools are particularly useful, how-

ever, because of their historical ability to interact with

all characters, because of their humor, and because of their

recognized role as commentators.

The manner in which Shakespeare uses the fool for

structural purposes varies greatly, even within the limits

of one play. For the purposes of plot unification, the best

example that can be cited is Feste, who works purely by

character interaction. Since it involves a good bit of

dramaturgical skill, the interaction of characters from

88
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different plots is the best means of unifying a multiple-

plot play.

Twelfth Night is so well unified that it is difficult

to distinguish the separate plot elements. John Draper sees

three plots, all centering on three marriages. Actually,

there are only two, one revolving around Olivia and one

around Malvolio. The former is a very complex plot and

requires several kinds of unifying devices since several of

the characters do not interact until the very end. Orsino

and Olivia do not speak to each other, and Sebastian and

Antonio are unknown to all the other characters.

Viola acts as the main character link between Orsino

and Olivia; she is the messenger between them. Feste helps

in linking the two households, however. When the scene

shifts to Orsino's palace Feste, inexplicably, is there.

The audience has already seen him at Olivia's house with

Maria and Olivia and in close juxtaposition to Viola

(TN I.v). He has also been seen with the revelers Sir Toby,

Sir Andrew, and Maria (TN II.iii) and twice with Malvolio

(TN I.v. and TN II.iii). By the time Feste appears with

Orsino the characters are bound tightly together by the

dramatist, regardless of the plot to which they belong. By

roughly the midpoint of the play when Feste has quite a

lengthy exchange with Viola (TN III.i.1-56), the main plot

1 Draper, pp. 213-232.
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has been thoroughly tied to the revelers' plot. Finally,

it is Feste, who has appeared with everyone, who brings

Viola's twin brother Sebastian into the play (TN IV.i). By

using Feste to bring him into the main action, Shakespeare

has fully integrated Sebastian into both plots of the play.

Robert Goldsmith notes that Feste "acts as a link

between the romantic main plot and the farcical underplot."
2

Feste does indeed serve as this kind of link, but the better

and more obvious links are Maria and Malvolio. Maria has

preceded Feste in her appearance with the revelers, and the

minor plot centers on Malvolio, who as a steward is frequent-

ly in the company of Olivia. Viola is the main link between

Olivia's household and that of Duke Orsino, but Feste helps

here too. Feste acts as a kind of catylyst that ties every-

thing together by associating with everyone so that Twelfth

Night is a well unified work very early in the dramatic

development.

Even though more loosely stuctured than Twelfth Night,

As You Like It is thoroughly unified before the last scene,

when all characters appear together. The unification in As

You Like It depends less on character interaction by the fool

than in Twelfth Night. Most unification by character inter-

action is indirect. For example, Rosalind interacts with

the earthy lovers (Touchstone and Audrey) and with the

2Goldsmith, p.100.
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Petrarchan lovers (Silvius and Phebe), but once Touchstone

begins to woo Audrey, neither of them is seen with Silvius

or Phebe until the last scene. Jaques associates frequently

with Duke Senior, Rosalind, and Touchstone, but neither

Rosalind nor Touchstone appears with the Duke until the last

scene.

Secondary character interaction gives As You Like It

some of its unity, but there is unity from another source.

The play is also unified by what Richard Levin calls "ana-

logical relationships. " . The analogies he speaks of

are the same ones that cause Rosalind's love to appear as a

genuine ideal. On the one hand are Touchstone and Audrey,

with their carnal but chaste love affair. On the other hand

are Silvius and Phebe, the pure Petrarchans. Between the

extremes are Rosalind and Orlando. All three plots are held

in mind no matter which pair of lovers is on the stage. The

analogy is sharpened further by Orlando's tending toward a

Petrarchan frame of mind; as a consequence he resembles

Silvius and Phebe. Rosalind, with her bawdy conversation

with Celia (AYL I.iii.1-32) and her earthy advice to Phebe

(ALY III.v.35-63), tends toward the Touchstone - Audrey end

of the love spectrum and thus contributes to the unity by

analogy.

Analogy is also important to the unity of Troilus and

Cressida. The analogy can be drawn between the actions of

the love story and the war story. The analogy between the

3 Levin, p. 10.
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.4
two stories is thoroughly explained by Richard Levin.

Thersites becomes important in emphasizing the analogy when

he declares, "Lechery, Lechery! Still wars and lechery!

Nothing else holds fashion" (Tro.V.ii.192-93). Levin also

maintains that Thersites' cries of lechery add further unity

to the two plots of love (lechery) and war by means of a

casual connection: the war was caused by lechery.5

Although Thersites acts as a unifying force, the cer-

tainty of this force comes very late in the play; Thersites'

comments cannot certainly be applied to Troilus and Cressida

themselves until then. Thersites' comment, "War and lechery

confound all!" (Tro.II.iii.68-69) is applied to the whore

and cuckold who caused the war and can be extrapolated to

tie the love of Troilus and Cressida to the war story only

after the play has been completed. It is spoken even before

the lovers' assignation (Tro.III.ii) that shows their love

to be lechery. Levin's claiming the "war and lechery"

statement in Act II as a unification device is not justified.

Nevertheless, the play is well unified before the fifth

act, and even during the first four acts Thersites is a

major contributor to the unity. The love story and the war

are brought together by character analogy. When the Greeks

are on the stage, Thersites is frequently there, making

4 Levin, pp. 160-166. 5,Levin, p.166.
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scurrilous comments and being generally despicable. When

the love story has the stage, Thersites' analog Pandarus is

on stage too, making himself despicable. Both Thersites and

Pandarus are commentators on their respective stories,6 and

though he never says the word, Pandarus makes plain the sheer

lechery of the love story.

Lear's fool and Lavatch in All's Well have little to do

with the mechanical unification of their plays. Unity in

King Lear is based, in part, on character interaction of

others besides the fool, and on analogy between the Lear

plot and the Gloucester plot. The fool does not interact to

a notable extent with anyone from the minor plot. He could

be considered analogous only to Edgar, but any analogy be-

tween the fool's "foolishness" and Edgar's pretended madness

is too far-fetched to be of much importance, and their situ-

ations and actions are very different. Lear's fool is not

employed as a conspicuous unifying device.

Any unity that develops in All's Well That Ends Well

through Lavatch must be thought similar to the unity given

to As You Like It by Touchstone. Lavatch's treatment of

Isbel parallels Bertram's treatment of Helena, as has been

seen earlier. It helps tie the clown plot to the main plot,

but is so difficult to detect that it contributes very

6 Campbell, Comicall Satyre, p.217.
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little to the unity of the play. There is no connection

between Parolles and Lavatch except the short interchange

in Act II, scene iv, and an indirect link through Lafew.

There is one interesting, though small, development of

the fool as a unifying device in All's Well. Act II, scene

iv, is carried on entirely among Helena, Parolles, and

Lavatch. Lavatch talks first with Helena (11.1-12),then

with Parolles (11.17-34); there is very little interaction

between Helena and Parolles (11.13-16). Then he stands

aside while Helena and Parolles converse (11.35-52). His

presence here (a little less than half way through the play)

seems to have figuratively tied a knot between the two plots.

The plots have only started to diverge by the time of this

little scene, and the scene ties them together by character

interaction and provides a solid point of divergence. The

action moves from this point to Lavatch's rejection of Isbel,

to Helena's pilgrimage, and to Parolles' being unmasked as a

braggart coward. The two main plots are resolved with a

universal forgiveness at the end. Bertram is forgiven by the

King, the Countess, and Helena. By this time, Parolles was

already forgiven by Lafew and Lavatch, and it was Lavatch

who began the final forgiveness when he said of Parolles,

"I do pity his distress in my similes of comfort, and leave

him to your lordship" (AWW V.ii.21-23).

The fool is a useful device for the unification of a

play, primarily because of his historical tendency to asso-
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ciate with anyone, be it king or serving man. Fools may

fulfill other functions in the mechanical structure of

plays, but may be only slightly preferable to other char-

acter types in fulfilling those functions. Even though

other characters can and do on occasion fulfill these

mechanical duties, fools frequently perform them. Fools are

used, for instance, to show passage of time on a dramatic

scale or change of place in the action. They are employed

occasionally to open or close a scene.

Nevill Coghill notes Lavatch's function as a "time

sandwich . . . to keep a scene going which has no other

purpose than to indicate a lapse of time between the scene

before and the scene to follow, or to deliver a letter from

one part of France to another." 7 This is evident in the long

comic exchange between Lavatch and the Countess (AWW II.ii),

which Harold S. Wilson says is "a necessary interlude to

allow time for Helena's cure to work upon the King." 8

Act II, scene ii, is not the only scene in which

Lavatch appears in order to indicate passage of time, He

also appears in Act III, scene ii, giving Bertram time to

get to Florence. The scene preceding was set in Florence

without Bertram, and the one after shows Bertram in Florence.

7 Garrett, p.16.

8 "Dramatic Emphasis in All's Well That Ends Well,"
Huntington Library Quarterly, 13 (Nov. 1949-Aug. 1950), 228.
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In addition to indicating a change in time, Lavatch's

presence with the Countess at Rosillion shows that the action

at Paris has ended.

Touchstone's scenes with Audrey may indicate passage of

time, but there is little attention given to time in Arden.

Act III, scene ii, of As You Like It shows the beginning of

the mock courtship between Rosalind (as Ganymede) and

Orlando. Act III, scene ii, is Touchstone's first attempt

at marriage to Audrey. There is no indication of how much

time has passed; the scene fills a gap in the drama only and

keeps Rosalind's information that Orlando has been visiting

her and that she met her father "yesterday" (AYL III.iv.31)

from coming too suddenly.

The comic interlude of Act V,. scene i, allows just

enough time to pass for Oliver to inform Orlando of his and

Celia's mutual love; they had met in Act IV, scene iii, and

Oliver's information is delivered in Act V, scene ii. The

song and talk among Touchstone, Audrey, and the two page

boys (AYL V.iii) allows for time between Rosalind's promise

to satisfy all the lovers (AYL V.ii.105-15) and the final

meeting when she keeps her promise (AYL V.iv). These three

little vignettes by Touchstone, Audrey, and the people they

encounter actually work to slow the tempo of the drama to a

pace more in tune with the pastoral by keeping events from

developing as suddenly as they would if these scenes were

eliminated.
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Like Touchstone, Feste has a structural relationship

with dramatic time. This relationship differs very much

from his thematic relationship to real time discussed

earlier and is much less extensive. Feste is used by

Shakespeare only twice to help the time go by. His initial

appearance in Act I, scene v, gives time for Viola to get

from the Duke's palace to Olivia's house, and his scene with

Malvolio in the dark room (TN IV.ii) allows time for an off

stage interview between Olivia and Sebastian. They depart

into Olivia's house at the end of Act IV, scene i; then

Feste has his scene with Malvolio; and then Sebastian returns

to the stage, wondering aloud what is happening to him

(TN IV.iii.1-21).

Feste's two time-consuming scenes are not very signi-

ficant when compared with those of Touchstone or Lavatch,

and Lear's fool is used even less to indicate change in the

drama. Only once does the fool figure in a scene that

indicates a change for the audience. The change is a change

of place, from Albany's castle to that of Gloucester, and

there is no reference to time. The fool figures in the

scene but the necessary information comes from Lear: "Go

you before to Gloucester with these letters . . . . If

your diligence be not speedy, I shall be there afore you"

(Lr. I.v.1-4).

The fools' importance as a time and space device varies

greatly. Touchstone and Lavatch are most important in this
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respect, Feste less important, and Lear's fool almost

totally unimportant. Thersites is not used to show passage

of time or change of place at all.

In addition to unifying multiple-plot plays and indi-

cating the passage of time in the drama, fools are also

useful as devices to open or close a scene. They are actu-

ally more useful in comedies than in tragedies and more

likely to open a scene than close one. Any character may

close a scene, and all scenes have to be closed by some

device. The reason for the use of a character-device to

close a scene is simple and is due to the construction of

the stage itself. Entrances are not as difficult as exits,

and the author's purposes in using a fool to open a scene

are much different than his purpose in using a fool to close

one.

Speaking of the necessity of an exit line, J. L. Styan

says, "With no black-out switch, no curtain to drop, no

door to slam, no convenient wing-piece to slip behind, the

actor on the Elizabethan stage had always of himself to make

a strong exit. On the open stage he had to remain in sight

of the spectators during the long return to the tiring-house.

Shakespeare makes provision for such exits." 9 Sometimes the

Shakespeare's Stagecraft (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1967), p.78.
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fool's lines make provision for exits, and though all

characters must occasionally get themselves off the stage,

the fool of the piece is often used to get someone else off

the stage as well.

The only really notable example of a fool's removing

only himself from the stage is Feste's exit after teasing

Malvolio, who is locked in a dark room. His song as he

leaves provides a good comic actor with a jig all the way to

the back of the stage, with the "Adieu, goodman devil"

(TN IV.ii.125) sung just as he disappears from view.

Touchstone usually gets only himself and Audrey off the

stage. However, his exit song, "Wind away/ Be gone, I say:/

I will not to wedding with thee" (AYL III.iii.86-88) also

covers Jaques' exit, leaving only Sir Oliver Martext to

deliver his own exit line before the scene closes. Touch-

stone's closing line of Act V, scene i, also serves as an

exit for the two page boys.

Lavatch has only one exit line to cover other char-

acters, but it is notable because covering the exit is the

only reason for its being spoken and is only loosely con-

nected with the preceding lines. The preceding lines are

concerned with the impending marriage of Bertram with

Lafew's daughter, since all the characters think that

Helena is dead. Lavatch comes in to tell the countess and

Lafew that Bertram has returned from the war,and Lavatch

and Lafew exchange comments about Bertram's facial injury.
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Then to give all three characters an exit, Lavatch says,

"Faith, there's a dozen of 'em, with delicate fine hats, and

most courteous feathers, which bow the head and nod at every

man" (AWW IV.v.92-94).

Thersites delivers more covering exit lines than any

other fool. These are mainly choric in nature and should be

seen as comments on the action and characters. Their pur-

pose as exit lines is secondary and some of them are prob-

ably not supposed to be heard by the character who is

leaving. Achilles exits after Tro.II.iii.64, and it does

not matter if no one but the audience hears "War and lechery

confound all!" (Tro.II.iii.68-69). Later on, Achilles is

not expected to hear "Would the fountain of your mind were

clear again, that I might water an ass at it! I had rather

be a tick in a sheep than such a valiant ignorance"

(Tro.III.iii.305-07). He would not consider it as funny as

Thersites' other insults.

Lear's fool closes two scenes, in both cases with lines

that can be seen as having no relation to the play whatso-

ever. Both of the fool's closing lines are comic relief in

the midst of tragic action, and though all of the fool's

comments are comic, he is too closely connected with the

story to act as effective comic relief unless he steps com-

pletely out of the action. His bawdy couplet (Lr.I.v.45-46)

covers the exit of Lear and the Gentleman, but Merlin's
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prophecy (Lr.III.ii.79-96) seems to cover no exits save

that of the fool himself.

The reasons for the use of the fool to introduce a

scene are different and somewhat more complex than the

reason for using a fool to close a scene. Like the exit

lines, fools' introductory lines are more used in comedy

than tragedy. Lear's fool, for example, has no introductory

lines at all. 10

The main concern in the fools' opening of scenes is to

exhibit their cleverness and wit, which then allows the

author to ease the action into the main plot so that what

follows comes more naturally.

Particularly in comedies,.the audience expects to see

the fool; it is not surprising to see him come on stage

making jokes with another character. When Touchstone makes

his entrance with Corin (AYL III.ii.11-79), it is to engage

in a wit contest. After he makes his jokes with Corin,

Rosalind appears and he jokes with her. The subject of his

conversation with Rosalind is Orlando's poem. When Celia

appears with another of Orlandots poems, Touchstone leaves

and the main plot is underway. There is no obtrusive start-

ing point for the main action; it follows naturally from

what went before.

1%hakespeare uses comic relief to open scenes in other

tragedies but not with the same purpose as using fools to

open scenes in comedies. The more serious action of a

tragedy intrudes and pushes the comedy off the stage. For

examples, see Hamlet V.i, Othello III.iv, and Macbeth II.iii.
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Feste and Lavatch introduce several scenes in their

respective plays to the same effect as Touchstone's: it

gets the action started unobtrusively. Lavatch's intro-

ductions (AWW I.iiiII.iv,III.iii, and V.ii) are the same

as Touchstone's; they eliminate a very sudden point of

departure for the action. Although similar in other respects

to Touchstone and Lavatch, Feste is more important to the

play, and is used to introduce acts. When he enters at the

beginning of Acts III, IV, and V, a major change in the

action is imminent. He brings Olivia on stage after exchang-

ing witticisms with Viola (TN III.i.), and this action

starts the "quarrel" between Viola and Sir Andrew. In Act

IV he brings Sebastian into the main part of the action,

which is a gradual beginning of the resolution since it

provides Olivia with a husband. At the beginning of Act V,

Feste's conversation with Fabian provides an easy transition

into a resolution scene, particularly since Feste is carry-

ing Malvolio's letter.

An interesting, though parenthetical, facet of Feste's

introduction to Act III is that he has apparently been pro-

viding between-the-acts entertainment with a tabor. Viola

begins the scene when she says, "Save thee, friend, and thy

music! Dost thou live by thy tabor?" (TN III.i.1-2).

Here the action is allowed to begin not only with the comic

introduction but also with purely extraneous musical enter-

tainment.
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Thersites also opens scenes, but his introductions are

much different from those of Touchstone, Feste, and Lavatch.

Thersites always delivers his opening lines as a chorus,

telling the audience what is happening, what has happened,

or what he thinks of someone else in the play. Shakespeare's

purpose in using Thersites as the beginning of a piece of

action is directly opposite to his purpose in using fools

as introductions in the other plays. Rather than keeping

the plot unobtrusive, Thersites' comments bring the plot to

the fore and remind the audience that what is taking place

on stage is strictly stage action.

Even for such minor purposes of dramatic structure as

those discussed in this chapter, fools are useful characters.

Other characters may be made to serve the same ends, such_

as opening scenes, covering exits, indicating the passage of

time, and holding the play together. Fools, however, are

special characters and when Shakespeare employs one of them

for structural purposes it is because of the fool's particu-

lar effectiveness in fulfilling a function. As we have seen,as

a comic character, a fool is useful in closing a scene

because his comedy will cover several exits. Comedy is also

useful in beginning a scene; laughter provides an easy,

natural starting point for the following action.

In these plays under consideration the fool's relation-

ship to time is of little import, save for Touchstone's

effect on the overall tempo of As You Like It. Even in
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this example, when a fool passes time he does so with a

laugh. Time gone by in fun is not noticed but does have

its effect.

The most important structural use of the fool is his

utility in unifying the play. Since fools are given special

license to associate with anyone, there is no objection when

they do so in a play. A fool, particularly Feste, running

through the play and talking to many other characters, can

almost obscure the fact that there is more than one plot in

operation. Even in a choric role Shakespeare's fools can

keep a minor plot from becoming obtrusive when they are used

in parodies and in situations that are analogues to some-

thing else in the play. The unification of a drama is the

most important structural use of the fool, but the other

structural uses deserve noting, and no matter what he does

structurally the fool is useful because of his many-sided

personality as laugh maker, chorus, and character.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

This study has focused closely on Shakespeare's pro-

fessional fools to determine how they function dramatically

in the plays. It has provided a synthesizing overview that

has established the fool in Shakespeare as a much more im-

portant and sophisticated dramatic device than has often

been realized. The emphasis is placed on the fool in his

capacities as a provoker of laughter, as a commentator on

the action, and as a developed character within the action.

It has been shown that the most obvious of the functions

of the fool is his function as a provoker of laughter. In

fulfilling this function, while they may resort to physical

antics, Shakespeare's fools have been seen to be primarily

users of words. They tell bawdy jokes, make puns, and

verbally make fun of other characters. Their success as

evokers of mirth is in direct proportion to their verbal

capacity. Shakespeare can manipulate the moods and re-

actions of his audience by manipulating his fools to achieve

certain effects, as Chapter I of this study has shown.

A less obvious facet of Shakespeare's fools, although

a facet that should be expected, is the development of the

fool as a character within the play, It is seldom remarked

upon, but Shakespeare develops his fools very well, giving
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them a definite place in the action and giving to each of

them a unique personality. The aspect of the fool as a

developed character has been discussed in Chapter V, and

little more can be said beyond noting that this aspect aids the

fool in performing his other functions and that the common

denominator of the fools' personalities is comedy. The

fools must be known as comic characters, and moreover as

very good comic characters.

As a comic character, the fool makes the audience

laugh. Clearly, the dramatist may want the audience to

laugh for different reasons at different times. At any

rate, laughter is useful, and though Shakespeare may write

comic lines only for the laughter they arouse, he may also

have other motives.

Some of these motives are involved with the use of the

fool as a mechanical device. As a comic character, the fool

is an effective mechanical device when he performs duties

that could be performed by other characters. Examples of

these mechanical duties are the opening and closing of

scenes. These duties are, of course, performed by many

other characters, but the fool's position as a comic

character makes him particularly apt for this function since

laughter will help to cover the exits of all the characters

on stage, and comedy provides an easy, unobtrusive starting

point for the main action whenever the fool opens a scene.
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A further structural use of the fool is seen in the

passage of dramatic time. Most fools can be employed to

indicate the passage of time in a play, but Touchstone is

the most important in this respect. His time manipulation

(AYL III.iii; V.i; V.iii) actually affects the tempo of the

drama, slowing it down to a pace more in harmony with the

pastoral setting. Time gone by in fun is scarcely noticed.

The fool can be useful in enabling the playwright to move

unobtrusively from one chronological point to another.

The most important structural use of the fool is in

his effectiveness in unifying a multiple-plot play. This

structural use is most obvious in Feste, who takes advantage

of the court fool's historical ability to associate with all

kinds of people. By his running through the play and inter-

acting with almost all the other characters, Feste helps

hold together the plots of a complex play.

In most of the plays where the fool appears, then, one

must accept him as an effective characterization, in which

he shares qualities with others in the play. He is particu-

larly useful because of his comedy and historical abilities.

The fool's historical position also combines with his

role as comic character to make him useful in another of his

important functions--that of choric voice. As a developed

character, whatever he says and does is more credible

because he is integral to the action of the play. He is

closely identified with whatever he speaks of and if he
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execrates something, as Thersites execrates the war, then it

will seem more readily to be execrable. Also, when the fool

comments on a character or action, the tradition of wisdom

in folly and laughter tends to lower any audience resistance

to the fool's comments. An audience simply cannot laught at

the fool and reject what he is saying.

Shakespeare's use of the fool to provide a viewpoint of

the action is the most important to a critic and has been

widely discussed elsewhere. This study has concentrated

upon Shakespeare's use of the fool in presenting a realistic

viewpoint for the audience and characters. The functions of

the fool as a comic character and as a structural device are

less widely noted but still important. The fool's comedy is

important to the audience in general and the structural

functions are important to the dramatist. It must be

remembered, however, that the fool is one character and his

functions are interdependent. The fool's great utility as

a dramatic device is due to his being one believable

character who simultaneously provokes laughter and delivers

a valid viewpoint of the play he appears in.
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